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LBKHT υ. PARK, 
Licensed Anctioneer, 
SOOTH PARIS, MAINE. 
I'crme Moderate. 
< » L. BUCK. 
ν 
Surgeon Dentist, 
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE. 
Alt in J Lxiet Work warrante·!. 
J 
H. P. JONES, 
Dentist, 
NORWAY. MAISK. 
Oflice Hour»—9 to 12—1 to 4. 
ρ P. SMITH. 
Attorney at Law, 
NORWAY, MAINE. 
Home Block. Collection» a Specialty 
J JKRR1CK A PARK. 
Attorneys at Law, 
Ρ.ΚΓΗΚ1., MAINE. 
·Μ1·ο C HerrlcA. Kile? ( »*ark 
^1- RIGHT A WHEELER, 
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE. 
J&mea S. Wright. Alton C· Wheeler. 
J. H. STUART & CO., 
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS, 
35 High Street, South Parle, Maine. 
Telephone 11111 
Maps and Plan· made to order. 
Map* of the tlml<«r!an<le an·! pocket maps of I 
each count/ for «ale. 
1 
(Publl. here of the Allae of Maine.) 
Wm. C. Leavitt Co., 
14 Main St., Norway, Me. 
Hardware, Stoves, 
and Ranges. 
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead 
and Iron. 
Telephone 134-11. 
J. WALDO NASH, 
Licensed Taxidermist. 
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block, 
Telephone Connection. NORWAY. 
HOLLISTER'S 
Rooty Mountain Tea Nuggets 
A lias? Htxiioiae for Bs»y People. 
B.*ia?3 ΘοΜ·3 Health and Renewed Vigor. 
A specific f ·ι· Constipation, In li>j*>t!on. Lire 
t»J> 1 -LI... »- -I t' 1 ..,·.ι·ω 
!«t form. 31 c*cts a box. Genuine made by 
lioLLi.-tTKii Dm ·! Cohpasy, Madison, Wis. 
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE 
Cord Wood, 
Slab Wood, 
Edgings, 
Stove Wood andj 
Coal at 
A. W. Walker & Son's,! 
South Paris, Maine. 
Portland Division. 
FIRNT CLASH F.IBK $I.OO. 
STATEROOMS fi.OO. 
Steamships "Governor Dingley" or 
"Ransom B. Fuller'* leave Franklin 
Wharf, Portland, week days only at 
7 P. M., for Boston. 
Hoturnlnc 
Leave Union Wharf, Bouton, week 
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland. 
Through Vckets on sale at principal 
railroad stations. 
Freight rates as low as other lines. 
All cargo, except Live Stock, is in- 
sured against tire and marine risk. 
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent, 
Portland, Me. 
Hot Oyster Stew 
Served at all hours. 
WENTVVORTH HOUSE, 
4slf South Paris, j 
AR»yle CATARRH 
Ely's Cream Balm 
I· quickly abaorbed. 
0ivM RaJief at Once. 
It cleans», soothes, 
heals and protects 
the diseased mem- 
brane resulting from 
Catarrh and drives 
away a Cold in the — 
Head quickly. K.·- || ay PPUPQ 
stores the Seaiwsof VIM Τ ■ LTkll 
Taste aud Swll. Full size 50 cte., at Drug- 
gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 centd. 
£ly Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York. 
DONT LOOK 
FOR BARGAINSI 
When you are trouble*! with your eye·». 
Have your eyea examined by 
DB. PAB1ENTCB, 
Specialist 
Come Here. 
Consult .le. 
Norway, Me. 
kill™ COUCH 
tm CURE ™« LUNGS 
w,th Dr. King's 
New Discovery 
F0RC8H&·8 J3Z&. 
AMD AU. THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES. 
GUARANTEED 8ATISFACT0BÏ 
OB MONEY ΜΓΤΠίΡΣΙλ 
We Do all Kind· of.... 
JOB PRINTING. 
Ahwûi A Forbn, South Pari·. 
θττ θ 
the G«ouûm 
Are YOUR children Pale? 
Are they thin, sleepless, 
and lack the healthy appe- 
tite a child should have ? 
Nothing like 
TRUE S ELIXIR 
for symptoms like those. It 
will do the work ninety-nine 
times out of a hundred Buy 
a fifty-cent bottle to-day. It 
has such a pleasant taste the 
child will like it If it doesn't 
improve the child to your 
satisfaction, the druggist will 
refund the money. 
35c. 50c $1.00 
Farmers and Everybody. 
Bring in your Saws and have them 
filed just right. Satisfaction guar- 
anteed. Shop opposite A. E. Shurt- 
leH 's grain η» II, South Paris. so-i, fw 
TPHIS IS to give notice to the 
" 
public that the undersigned 
have purchased the 
PARIS BAKERY 
from the estate of Herbert W. H ill- 
ier and will continue the business 
after this date. With an increased 
number of helpers we shall strive to 
>erve the public promptly with 
Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food. 
And we shall pay special attention 
to serving 
Quick Lunches 
At All Hours of the Day. 
We solicit your trade. 
MI and Kale C. lott 
South Paris, Aug. 10th. 190S. 
Dr. Austin Tenney, 
OOUllSt. 
Will be at his Norway office over C. 
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St., 
Friday. Dec. 18th, 
ΙΟ A* M. to 4 P. M. 
At Rumford, Tuesday, Dec. 11. 
Eyes examined free and all Glasses 
warranted satisfactory. 
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St., 
Lewiston, every day except Fridays. 
\ΛXUAL MEETING. 
The annual meeting of the Oxford 
County Patrons of Husbandry Mut- 
ual Fire Insurance Company will be 
held at Grange Hall, South Paris, 
on Saturday, Dec. 26, 190S, at 10 
o'clock, A. M. 
G. W. Q. PERHAM, 
49-Si Secretary. 
Bryant's Pond, Me., Dec. 5, 1908. 
A LOW PRICE 
— ON — 
Wool Carpets 
to close out odd patterns and clean 
up stock. 
Chas, F. Ridlon, 
Comer Main and Danforth Sts., 
NORWAY, MAINF. 
K. W. CHANDLER, 
8uilders' Finish ! 
I will furnlah IHX»RS and WINDOWS of any 
Sise or Style at reasonable price·. 
Also Window & Door Frames. 
It In want of auy kind of Flnlnh for I nettle 01 
muUle work, «end In your order· Pine Luro 
ner and Shlnglo* on Uand Cheap for Caeh. 
Planing, Sawing and Job Work 
Matched t'lne Sheathing for Sale. 
!·. W. IHWULFR, 
WeKt Sumner, .... Maine 
Picture Frames 
and Pictures, 
Mats, Mirrors 
& Mouldings 'âj. 
High Grade Portrait Work 
in Crayon, Water color, 
Sepia and Oil a specialty. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
L. M. TUFTS, 
Nichols St., SOUTH PARI? 
Second Hand Stove*. 
I have more than a dozen secorn 
hand stoves and heaters of all kind 
for sale cheap. 
A. D. PARK. 
AMONG THE FABMERS. 
"SPUD THR PLOW." 
Correspondence on practical airrlcuUura! topit la solicited. Addreas all communication» >1. 
tended for this department to Hxskt Iï 
Hamxonu. Agricultural Editor Oxford I»ein 
ocrat. Parte, Me. 
The Worth of the Apple. 
NEXT TO THE DA1KY COW THE MOST 
VALUABLE ASSET OF MAINE AQUI- 
CULTURE. 
It has ever been my earnest and in- 
tense desire to be helpful to those in- 
tercnted and engaged in the same line of 
work as myself. While I haven't been a 
scholar in a class room since I was 
fifteen years old, I have tried to be a 
good student since that time, learning 
those lessons that have daily come bo- 
fore me and mastering those problem* 
as they have arisen to perplex and annoy 
me. 
Without question, education alone 
agricultural lines was never more need- 
ed or more desirable than to-day. Need- 
ed, not only that we may know bow to 
do certain things, and do them right and 
well, but desirable because education in 
auy form should give us correct habits 
of thought and greater powers to con- 
tinue our study and investigations along 
any special line. But the door is not 
locked and barred to any who may not 
be favored with opportunities for ac- 
quiring what may be called a liberal 
education. 
So many book* at reasonable prices 
are published that a good library on 
agricultural and horticultural subjects 
may be acquired at a comparatively 
small expense. Our agricultural press 
is helpful as never before. Our sta'es 
and nation are doing grand and lasting 
work through institutes, experiment sta- 
tions, and by sending bulletins on 
special subjects to all who may desire 
them. There are correspondence 
schools, using the best of text books, 
whereby those that are engaged in prac- 
tical work may come iu touch with 
those minds who have made an exhaust- 
ive study of the theoretical side of the 
subject. The Grange furnishes a me- 
dium whereby all may exchauge ex- 
periences and thereby each learn from 
the other. I think I can safely assert 
that never before were more agencies at 
work or available for the benefit of the 
farmer than to-day. And other things 
being equal a man's advancement must 
be in proportion to the love and zeal he 
has for Lis work and the manner in 
which he takes advantage of these many 
helpful agencies. 
The inspiration for the text of this 
article came from a letter which the 
writer received from one of Maine's 
most able and successful agriculturists. 
In the communication he speaks of the 
apple situation in Maine as being some- j 
what disheartening, due to loss of many 
productive orchards by the killing of the 
trees and the unsettled state of mind of 
many of the famous fruit growers re- 
garding the care of orchards already 
established, of varieties to plant and 
methods of packing and marketing fruit. ! 
To my mind this temporary embar- 
rassment and perplexity of mind can 
best be overcome by at once assuming 
that apple growing is a special and dis- 
tinct line of agricultural work and not 
until the farmers of Maine realize this in 
its fullness can tbey expect to make 
fame for their state as they have done in 
their dairying and through their potato J 
industry. Old orchards, when favorably 
located and when producing desirable 
varieties, should be renovated. It is 
safe to assume that if one-half of the ap- 
ple trees were made into fire wood a 
good start would be made towards pro- 
moting the apple industry. Orchards 
should be planted on high ground where [ 
the soil is sweet and where there is bet- 
ter surface and atmospheric drainage 
ttiau exista in many places. 
Surely no state in New England has 
more areas suited for the plauting of 
apple trees than Maine. While an ap- 
ple tree will grow most anywhere, right 
here is where science steps in and com- 
pels the judicious selection of sites as 
the correct starting point in all orchard 
operations. More cultivation should 
be the rule with judicious feeding of the 
tree. The covering of the ground in 
midsummer with some crop to check 
tree growth and to allow the fruit to 
color better. Better methods of prun- 
ing to enable fruit to become of better 
sice, color and texture. Λ11 of these 
qualities being essential in production 
of the fancy apple of to day. Spraying 
must be resorted to to protect trees aud 
fruit from the myriad of insect and fun- 
gous pests. 
Should the same amount of spray 
mixture be applied to the apple trees of 
Maine as is used on the potato fields the 
results would be surprising to the apple 
growers. Better methods should also 
prevail regarding picking, packing and 
marketing apples. More businesslike 
methods should be adopted and perhaps 
greater than all should be an increased 
appreciation of the apple as a commodity 
of trade and of the amazing growth of 
large towns and cities which are con- 
stantly demanding more and yet more of 
this wholesome food product. 
To-day there are millions yet unborn 
who are to feed upon the fruit of the 
tree that is just planted. The apple 
grower must, of all people, look ahead 
and see what is to be and shape his 
course from that outlook. Every man 
with a dairy, that has suitable soil and 
location and with any kind of adapt- 
ability for the work can easily establish 
an orchard that may be a source of 
pleasure and of large revenue. The 
years between tree planting and fruitage 
will soon pass. 
When Maine shall be dotted with hun- 
dreds and thousands of these small, well 
cared for orchards aud when capital and 
brains may unite in large commercial 
orchard operations, then surely will the 
apple be found to be the asset to the 
agricultural life of the state, undreamed 
of to-day, and second only to the dairy 
cow in importance and value.—Ε Cyrus 
Miller, Hillside Orchards, Uaydenville, 
Mass., in Maine Parmer. 
A Pure Bred Flock. 
I have been much interested in read- 
ing the articles in the poultry depart- 
ment regarding keeping pure bred and 
mongrel fowls. For tbe first time in an 
experience of twenty-five years «re have 
a pure bred flock of bens. We have al- 
ways kept good stock; by this I mean 
we have had some of the standard sorts; 
but they were mixed. Whenever we 
decided to change breeds, as we fre- 
quently did, we kept some of the strains 
we had previously had, and, tbongh 
sometimes not many, they were enough 
to give us a mixed flock. Two years 
ago we decided to try tbe Barred Ply- 
mouth Rock breed. We then purchased 
a few sittings of eggs, and have finally 
eliminated all but the pure breds of this 
variety. 
We are frequently asked, "Do they lay 
any better?" To this we invariably 
make the answer, "We bad some excel- 
lent records of winter layers before mak- 
icg this change, and as yet haven't im- 
proved upon many of these with tbe 
flock of pure bred·." This we did not 
expect to do—net at once, at any rate- 
but, everything considered, we are bet- 
ter pleased with our present flock than 
with any that has preceded it. There 
are several reason· for this—one that 
they are much more pleasing to the eye. 
From a money peint of view tbia may 
not count for muob, but not everything 
should be estimated by the dollar mark. 
—Ella F. Flanders, De Wittville, Ν. Y., 
in Tribune Farmer. 
After tbe borne· have been working 
> hard and their hair ia all matted down 
with aweat, it reat· them muoh to give 
them a good currying just before bed- 
time.—Farm, Stock and Home. 
Don't Sell for a Song. 
I would say a word of warning to my 
brother farmers. Don't sell your stock 
for so very much lees than it haa coat 
you to raise it. At present a ewe lamb 
»t four months old is worth from 13 to 
$5 for the butcher. If that iamb is 
properly cared for the wool will not 
more than pay the keeping until the 
next fall. A mature sheep should be 
worth much more than a four months 
old iamb, yet three entire flocks have 
been sold out of this vicinity for $1.25 
per head. Pastures have been dry and 
ihese sheep were thin in flesh and not 
much to look at, but sheep quickly 
respond to good feed and care and it is 
he sheep that is gaining in flesh that 
irops the largest and strongest lamb. 
Again, heifers and cows bave been 
•old here for dollars lees each than it 
;ost to raise them. Of course old and 
Îiodesirable cows and sheep ought to 
t>e disposed of at any cost, but new 
milch cows and cows to freshen later if 
jood for anything, are worth what it 
jost to raise them to three years of age. 
I do nut know how it is in other 
places but in this vicinity while very 
many are short of fodder, there is more 
than enough hay among the farmers to 
winter all our stock, which if sold will 
not net the owners -510 a ton at their 
barus. 1 should be ashamed to own I 
had stock that it would not pay me to 
buy ten dollar bay to winter. 
Hay is not going to be high when the 
west is ready to put carloads into any of 
3ur Maine villages on tbe line of the 
railroad for two dollars a ton less than 
the best Maine hay is worth in Boston, 
tud one of our local traders h.is bad 
that offer from western parties. 
One farmer has 200 tons of hay in his 
barn for which he has been offered $15 a 
ton. A hay buyer told me the other 
lay that he did not know where it could 
be sold now out of the state to net $10 a 
ton at the barn. Several farmers here 
bave two and three years' surplus of 
bay in their barns. Some farmers press- 
jd last year's bay to make room for the 
:rop of this year. I beard a large farm· 
;r say recently in a public place, that he 
uad more than an average hay crop this 
pear. 
There is bay enough and to spare, yet 
armers have listened to the stock-buv- 
jrs' stories, and have sold their cattle 
ind sheep at stock buyers' prices, 
farmers, don't sell any more of your 
itock until you know where this feed 
tcare comes from. Tbe crop reports 
:ell of the largest kind of a crop of corn 
ind wheat in the West. 
Some are trying to scare us about a 
icarcity of hay next year. Well, wait 
tnd see, and if necessary, let the sacri- 
fice come next year, and not this. The 
rerti)ity of tbe soil is not lessened. 
S'ext year raise oats and peas, which 
nake the best of hay. Raise all tbe 
:orn you have dressing for, and seed all 
or clover for the succeeding year, but 
lon't sell any more new milch cows for 
Tom $20 to $30, when butter is 30 to 35 
:eDts a pound, and going higher.—Cor. 
u Maine Farmer. 
General Crop Report. 
(Specially reported for Maine Farmer.) 
Farmers in tbe Weet are nearly 
through husking their corn, and as a 
esult shipments have increased. Many 
'armers, however, are holding for higher 
irices, and the corn that is being ship- 
ped comes chiefly from such farmers as 
ire obliged to bave ready money im- 
mediately. It is said that the move- 
ment of corn to market really is larger 
ban it appears, because a large pro- 
portion is shipped without passing 
hrough Chicago. Usually it is necee- 
lary to store corn in Chicago for some 
:ime to dry it so that it will grade, but 
he corn this year ie so dry that it can 
}e shipped direct. The present price of 
:orn is so high that it is unlikely that 
,here will be any large exports. Tbe 
>utlook for corn in Southern Europe is 
excellent. Russia will raise the largest 
:rop in its history, if nothing intervenes 
ο prevent. The Balkan couotries will 
ihow large crops, but Italy will raise 
ess, because of damage by drouth, 
rhe bulk of our corn crop is fed to 
itock, and exported in that shape. 
JL UO P&lOlll U1 VUC UAIUA^C IV Π iUVCi 
wheat id still uncertain. Id Kansas and 
he adjoining districts it is thought that 
he acreage will be reduced 15 per cent, 
>ut this wili be planted to corn, alfalfa, 
>r other crops in the spriog, so that it 
will not be wasted. The most damage 
s east of the Mississippi. Some snow 
ind rain have fallen in Indiana and 
Illinois, but not enough. Where the 
winter wheat has sprouted it has grown 
rery little, but it is pointed out by the 
more hopeful growers that it may be 
trowing down, if it is not growing up, 
ίο that the actual damage may be less 
ban now appears probable. In some 
nstances the wheat has been in the 
ground six to eight weeks, without ap- 
pearing above ground, and it is probable 
:hat much of this will be damaged. In 
;he Ohio valley less than two inches of 
-ain fell during two months. The 
(round is so dry that there is little 
langer of damage by freezing. 
The wheat crop of northwestern Can- 
ida this year ie officially estimated at 
)9,311,S40 bushels, the yield averaging 
16.4 bushels to the acre. The state of 
Washington reports a wheat crop about 
1,500,000 bushels short of previous 
jscimates. About 70 per cent of the 
:rop has been marketed. Prices of 
wheat have advanced during the past 
week, as the result of the damage re- 
ported, and the small surplus on haad, 
ind still higher prices are being pre- 
licted. 
Dairy Pointers. 
Milk the cow clean every time if.you 
would keep up a uniform flow of milk. 
Suit the feed to the cow. Some cows 
will give more milk on one kind of feed 
than on another. Find out which is the 
setter, and give her that. 
Don't stunt the heifer calf if you in- 
tend to make a milker out of her. Treat 
the calf as If she was already a good cow 
ind some day she will be. 
Kich food assures good milk. Ilow- 
aver high bred your cow, she cannot 
manufacture rich milk out of impure 
water and .trashy feed. 
Remember that cleanliness and sun- 
shine have the same effect in the stable* 
as in the human habitation. They mean 
death to disease germs and health and 
strength to the dairy cow. 
A good milk cow never gets rolling 
fat. Her surplus food goes into the 
milk bucket. As soon as she begins 
to fatten she will decrease her flow of 
milk. 
Be sure the cow's adder, as well as 
your bands are perfectly clean before 
you begin milking, that no dirt may fall 
into the bucket. Never use lard on the 
hands, as it keeps the cow's teats tender 
and makes a hard milker. It i· better 
to milk with the cow's teats dry. 
A dry floor, a good bed, a warm stall, 
plenty of wholesome feed and pure wa- 
ter provided for the dairy oow when the 
wintry winds are blowing and the mer- 
cury stands below zero will have their 
reward in the continued flow of good 
rich milk.—W. D. Neale in Farm and 
Fireside. 
Begin at the Bottom. 
There is no other place to begin than 
at the beginning. If you are starting to 
learn a business, you cannot start too 
low down. Many boys make the mi>- 
take in thinking that the acceptance of 
a humble position at a very small salary 
is an acknowledgement of Inferiority. 
But the higher a building is to reach, 
the lower the foundation must be laid. 
The master of a business must know it 
from the bottom to the top. The col 
lege graduate who is not afraid to put 
on overalls and go to work in factories 
and machine shops, stands a far better 
chance than if he drew back fearing 
that this would be an admission that bin 
education was a failure. Don't be afraid 
to begin at the beginning.—Ex. 
▲s the pigs grow tbej will need a con- 
stantly increasing amount of food. 
Lady Hetty 
Across the Water 
By C. N. Ù A. M. WILLIAMSON 
Copyright, 1906. by McClurt. TMlUpj S3L Co. 
[continued.] 
I'ui afraid I must bave shown bow 
surprised I was and admiring, too. 
maybe (how can one keep from admir- 
ing what is fine and noble, whether it's 
■ strange person's face, or the profile 
of a mountain against u sky at sun- 
set?). for the handsome steerage pas- 
senger looked at me a long, long In- 
stant as If he were as much aston- 
ished as I was. and yet with such a 
nice look that Instead of being an 
no.ved, I couldn't help being pleased. 
lu the meantime the little packet of 
money had fallen on the deck: but, 
though It bad strucK him from be- 
hind. be seemed to realize exactly 
what had happened and. stooping 
down, he picked it up. Then he raised 
bis hand high, so that I could see lie 
had the crumpled ball of paper in it. 
and edging his way determinedly, but 
not i\t ail roughly, through the crowd, 
be j:;*ued the parcel and gp.ve the 
money to the conductor. 
"What α splendid looking man!" i 
Bald in a low voice to Mrs. Ess Kay. 
"Isn't it extraordinary that he shoule. 
be in the steerage?" 
"Come av.ay. my dear child." she an- 
swered. "I can't have you standing 
here to be stared at by low creatures 
like that The fellow's not In the least 
splendid looking. He's only a big. 
bulking animal. Don't take to making 
up romances about the steerage pas- 
seugers. my love. They're not worth 
bottling your little head about, because 
if they weren't born for that sort of 
thing, they wouldn't be there. I assure 
you." 
I didn't say anything more, though 1 
was vexed with her, both for being so 
stupidly conventional and for speaking 
to me in such a loud tone that she at 
traded people's attention. 
π 
4, nui» with a tall hat and a lob.ter 
clair for a note. 
We *ent t>aclt t0 our deck ,Ch,alr8' 
and there was nothing to remind me 
of the little episode except the torn 
cover of my magazine, on ^hIch· 
now remembered. Sally Woodburn had 
scrawled my name over and over again 
In pencil, just in Idleness, while she 
and I had been talking that morning 
If Mrs. Ess Kay had known. ™ doubt 
she would have been furious that a 
piece of paper with my name on It 
should have gone down Into the steer- 
aee. But I didn't mind, for I remem- 
bered that the young man had opene 
the parcel, given the money to the coil· 
ductor. and kept the cover, which 
probably he had soon after Utfown 
overboard or twisted up to light 
P 
Nothing more happened that day, but 
there are two nice Ameriean girls or, 
board, about my own age or a little 
older (they seem years older, for they 
are so charmiug and self possesses) 
and Mrs. Ess Kay encourages me tu 
like them, as they are in Mrs. Nan de 
Windt's party. 1 grew quite well ac 
qunluted with them the third day out, 
and they asked me to go and yatcL the people in the steerage, who had a 
trick dog which was lots of fun. 1 
went and saw the bronze young mat 
again. He was staudiug with lib 
arms folded across his blue flanue 
shirted chest, leaning against oue ol 
the supports of u kind of bridge, look 
Iup toward the first class deck 
Our eves met as they had before, and 
I was so absurd that I felt myseli 
I,lushing. 1 could have boxed my own 
oars, iiud though the trained dog reallj 
was a pet 1 didn't stay long. 
It is strange how certain kinds oi 
eyes haunt me. You see them η tbï 
air as if they were really looking a 
you—especially wheu you are Jusl 
dropping off to sleep. 1 think gray 
ones do this more than others. 1 cr 
haps it Is because they are more pierc 
II 
But It was the fourth dry that tin 
climax came-the climax which ha: 
ended bv upsetting me so much au 
bas made everything so uncomfor* 
J 
The weather was glorious-all blui 
and gold after a sulky, leaden day- 
aud there was dancing down on tin 
steerage dec I; again. Though it was s. 
Cue. the water was not smooth like s 
floor as it had been at first, but brokei 
iuto indigo waves ruffled irregularis 
with silver lace and edged with shim 
uiering pearl fringe. 
The same performance was goinj 
oU down there on the crowded d«jl that I'd *een the first day. and Sa j 
Woodburn and 1. who had beeu walk 
lug-counting the times we wen 
around to make two miies-etopped t( 
glance at the show. 
"There's that good looklug mai 
Cousin Katherine classifies as a hu k 
lug animal." said Sally. "I must^reall consult the dictionary for a definltioi 
of the word 'hulking.' I don't knov 
whether it's a verb or adjective, d< 
^"no I don't," said 1. "But which 
ever It is, I'm sure he doesu t or isu l 
He's a gentleman, and sometbln; 
strange hua happened or he wouldu 
be there. 1 do think it's a shame. I 
must be horrible." 
"Don't you think Cousin Katherln 
kuows more about such persons thai 
your asked Sally, and there was sue! 
a funny quaver in her voice that 
turned to see what it meant She wa 
laughing, but whether at ine or a 
Mrs. Ess Kay or at the man with 
lobstei claw nose 1 couldn't tell, am 
before 1 could answer her question bj 
asking another something happened 
which put the whole conversation ou' 
of ujy mind. 
The ship courtsied to α wave oi 
more importance than Any that hac 
gone before, then righted herseli 
quickly. We slid a little, everybodj 
who could catching hold of the rail 01 
of some friend's arm, laughing, bu 
down on the steerage deck there roe* 
a cry which wasn't laughter. 
"Child overboard!" some one scream 
ed. And 1 realized with a horrid feel 
lng like suffocation that a tiny boj 
down below, who had climbed up 01 
the rail to watch the dancing, wai 
missing. 
It was a woman who bad screaméd 
aud everything followed so quickij 
that my mind was confused, as if ι 
whirlwind had rushed through It and 
blowu all the impressions ou top of om 
another in a heap. There was a babe 
of voices on the steerage deck, mon 
rrles and shouts and screams, and peo 
pie surged iu a solid wave toward th« 
rail to look over. But of time wav« 
sprang one figure separating itself fron 
the other atoms, and then I heard my 
self give a cry, too, for the man whe 
had been In my thoughts had throwt 
off his coat and vaulted over the ral 
into the sea. 
"Jove! He'll bo caught by the pro- 
pyl ι<"ΐ·!" I heard somebody near me 
say. 
I turned sick. The thought of his 
life being crushed out while we all 
looked on helpless was awful. The 
sea was terrible enough lu itself—the 
great, wide, merciless, blue water, 
which sparkled so coldly and laughed 
Iu its power—but to be crunched up 
by the jaws of a monster—I shut my 
eyes and couldn't open them until 1 
heard men saying the strong wind to 
etnrboard might save him. I believe 
I must have been unconsciously pray- 
ing, and my hands were clasped so 
tightly together that nfterward my 
finconi nr*h»>f1 
People on our deck mude a rush to- 
ward the stern, on the port shle, for 
the ship had been steaming so fast 
that already we were forging away 
from the child who had fallen and the 
man who had Jumped after him. Sal- 
ly and I were carried along with the 
rush. She seized me by the hand, 
but we didn't speak a word. If dear 
frlemls instead or two strangers in a 
far remote sphere of life had been in 
deadly danger I don't think the sick- 
ness at my heart could have been 
worse. I would have given years if 
at that moment 1 could have had tlu 
magical power to stop the ship in- 
stantly with one wave of my hand. 
Put it was being stopped by anoth- 
er power than mine. I felt the deck 
shiver under my feet like a thorough- 
bred horse pulled on its haunches 
Tue accidrut had been seen from the 
bridge. Λη order to stop the ship had 
been telegraphed dowu to the engine 
room and obeyed. Still when Sally 
Woodburn and 1 had been carried by 
the crowd far enough toward the stern 
to look out over the blue wilderness 
of water we were leaving behind the 
ship's heart hadn't ceased its throb, 
throb, to which we had all grown so 
accustomed in the last few days. 
"He's got the child!" exclaimed Sal- 
ly. "See. he's hauling the little crea- 
ture onto his back with one hand and 
swimming with the other. Glorious 
fellow!" 
Yes, there were two heads bobbing 
like black corks in the tossing waves 
dose together. I pictured so vividly 
what my sensations would be if I 
were dowu there a mere speck lu that 
vast expanse of blue that I almost 
tasted salt water in my mouth and 
felt the choking tingle of it in my 
lungs. 
Then suddenly the ship's heart ceas 
ed to beat, and the unaccustomed still 
ness was as startling as an unexpect 
ed noise. A boat shot down from tilt 
davits, with several sailors on board 
A few seconds later they were rowing 
away towurd those two bobbing blacl 
corks, nud loved them as they beui 
to their oars. 
I can't remember breathing once, 01 
eveu winking, until 1 jaw the chllc 
being lifted into the boat mid the mm 
climbing in after. What a shout weu 
up from the ship! Sally clapped hei 
pretty, dimpled Viands, but 1 only lei 
my breath go at la.it in a great sigh. 
There was such a crush that 1 
couldn't see them when they came oi 
board, but there was more shouting 
and hurrahing, and meu slapped end 
other on the shoulders and laughed. 
Throb, throb went the machiner} 
again, and there was no sign that any- 
thing out of the monotonous roum 
had happened, except iu the excitet 
way that people talked, geveral uiei 
we knew paid a visit to the steeragi 
and came back with stories which Πον- 
ά bout from group to group In the firs 
class cabiu and no doubt the secom 
too. 
It seemed that the little boy wb< 
had fallen into the sea was the onlj 
son of his mother, a widow. Thcj 
were Swedes, and the woman, who ii 
on her way to the States to try ant 
find a place as a servant, was qu!t< 
prostrated with the agonizing sus 
pense she had suffered. As for tbi 
little boy himself, he was not seriously 
the worse for his experience. The doc- 
tor was with him and said that b« 
would be as well as ever in a fefl 
hours. A subscription for the motbe 
and child had already been starte< 
among the first class passengers aiu 
would probably bo made up to quite ι 
good sum. 
"Rut what le going to be done foi 
the one who saved the little boy'i 
life?" I asked the man who was tell 
Ing tue the news, a Mr. Doremus, wh< 
Is a cousin of Mrs. Van der Wlndt'a 
very full of fun and good natured. 
"A nice little pedestal labeled Ou. 
Hero' will be built out of the ladles 
admiration and given to hitn to post 
on," rfald Mr. Doremus. "However, 
mnst say for the gentleman—tbougl 
I've ouly seen him dripping wet am 
shaking himself like a big dog—hi 
iidn't give me the impression of betni 
(he sort of chap to say 'thank yon' ta 
ihe perch." 
I "Of course he isn't!" said 1. "But i 
do think it's a shame if he's left ou 
I when subscriptions are going round 
Of course be must be poor or tu 
wouldn't be traveling in the steerage 
3omethlng ought to be doue to show 
him that the passengers admire his 
bravery uot auythlng fulsome, but 
something ulce." 
"I guess you don't know the Amer- 
ican disposition yet us well as you will 
after you've wrestled with It on lt.« 
native* heath for a few months,'" re- 
marked Mn Doremus In his quaint 
way. "That chap down In the steer- 
age Is an American, whatever else he 
may be. or Π1 eat my best hat. and 
I wouldn't for tire tents be in the depu- 
tation to present him with the some- 
thing 'not fulsome, but nice' on a lit- 
tle silver salver. 1 should expect him 
to give me the frosty mitt.' 
This expression struck me as being 
bo funny that I burst out Innghlng. 
though 1 had to stop and think for a 
second before I could quite see what 
Mr. Doremue really meaut. but I 
wouldn't forget my point in a laugh. 
"Perhaps it wouldn't do to oner 
money.*" I went on. "Suppose we got 
up a subscription to buy him η second 
class passage for the rest of the 
way. That would show appreciation, 
wouldn't it?" 
"It would." replied Mr. Doremus 
gravely, "and If you'll start the sub· 
Bcrlptlon, Lady Betty, it'll go like wild- 
Arc." 
"Very well, then, I will, said 1. 
"though I'd rather eome one else did 
it" 
^ "It wouldn't be so popular from any 
other quarter. I'll help y°u* ^ e " K" 
floating around together and pass tin- 
plate, and if you like I'll do the talu 
ing." 
I agreed to this, and If I'd thought 
about It at all 1 should have supposed 
that Mrs. Ess Kay would be as 
pleased as Punch with such an ar 
rangemeut. because Mr. Doremue, as 
a relative of Mrs. Van der Wiudt's. 
i« the only man on board to whom ant? 
makes herself agreeable. It appears 
that he has started several fashions 
in New York, the most important be- 
ing to drive In some park they have 
there without a hat. But probably If 
the truth were known he lost It, like 
the fox that tried to make his friends 
chop off their tails. 
Mrs. Ess Kay hud gone to her state- 
room soou after luuch. as the motion 
of the ship had given her a headache, 
and 1 didn't happen to be uear Sally 
Woodburn. So 1 said "yes" to Mr 
Doremus on the impulse of the mo- 
ment without stopping to think wheth- 
er I ought to ask permission first. 
We had great fuu going about, for 
.Mr DoremUB wns so witty and· said 
such amusing things to the |>eople he 
begged of that 1 could hardly spenU 
for laughing, and every one else laugh- 
ed too. 1 wished that he would η t put 
me forward always and say It was my 
idea aud I had started the subscrip- 
tion. But he argued that 1 must sac 
riflce myself for the success of the 
charity Just as I would at home f 1 
hud to work off damaged pincushions 
or day before yesterday's violets at a 
bazaar. Of course, not belug out. 
I've never sold anything at a bazaar, 
but Victoria Is continually doing it i>i 
the season, and she makes quite a 
virtue of forcing perfect strangers to 
"stauil aud deliver." as she calls it 
This seemed much the same sort ο 
thing to me. and so 1 felt nice and 
virtuous, too. as Vic does when she 
comes home with a new frock torn 
and stepped on and lies In bed lat«· 
next day, with Thompson to brush ber 
hair and me to read to her. 
People were very kind. and. though 
thev laughed a great deal, they gau 
so much that before we'd been hall 
the rounds Mr. Doremus said we had 
more than enough for our friend. If 
wanted to know If I would like to hll 
the nail on the head" and sett e mat 
ters at once by arranging with the 
purser for a second class cabin to M 
nut at the hero's disposal. I wanted 
him to do that part alone, but lie prej tended to be shy and said he had 
grown to depend so entirely ou my co- 
operation that 'he felt unequal to un- 
dertaking any responsibility without 
There were two hauls bobbing like black 
corks. 
it. He told the suiiie story to the 
purser that he hud told others about 
my being the one to start the sub· 
««•rlntlon. nud he wanted me to sign η 
kind of teller which he wrote, to 111*· 
effect that the passengers had cbown 
this way of testifying tiieir apprecia- 
tion of a gallant deed and so ou, but i 
wouldn't, and he Rtop[>ed teasing at 
last when he saw that I was going to 
be vexed. 
After the business was what Mr. 
Dorcmus called "fixed up." he took inc 
back to my chair on deck Sally 
wasn't in her place, ami as 1 was won- 
dering what had become of her the 
Sresslng for dinner bugle went walling 
orer the ship like a hungry banshee 
I said to myself that Sally must have 
gone early because her frock was to be 
particularly elaborate. I felt con- 
scious of having heaps of Interesting 
things to tell, and I understood exact- 
ly what Victoria means when she says 
she's In one of her "pretty and popular 
moods." 
I danced into out stateroom, when· 
•nly a drawn curtain covers the open 
doorway. No one was there, and the 
cabin was so quiet that It seemed to 
greet me with α warning "S-sh!" 
Down fell my spirits with a dull 
thud, though 1 didn't kuow why. My 
joyousness changed to what story book 
writers describe as a "foreboding of 
disaster," but when 1 have it It's gen- 
erally counected with a lecture from 
mother, so I know it only as a sneaky 
"I haven't eaten the cream" sort of 
feeling. 
Just as I bad begun to take off my 
frock Louise appeared at the door 
which leads Into the little drawing 
room. She said that if 1 pleased 
madam wonld be glad to see me In 
her cabin. I hurried acroes to the 
other stateroom opposite to ours and 
there found Mrs. Kss Kay In a gor- 
geously embroidered pink eatln Japa- 
nese thing which she calls a klmona. 
She was sitting in a chair In front of 
the makeshift dressing table putting 
on her rings and clasping bracelet!) 
on her wrist* with vicious snaps. Sal· 
iy, who hadn't begun to dress, was 
stnudlng up looking almost cross- 
that Is, with different features from 
hers she might have succeeded In 
looking cross. 
"Sit down. Betty, please, I want to 
talk to yon," said Mrs. Ess Kay. 
Somehow It always makes me feel 
stlflf when she "Betty's" me, as my 
old nurse says It does with your ears 
If you eat broad lieans. 
"If I do 1 shall be late for dinner." 
said I, Just as If a mluute ago I hadn't 
been dying to pour out my news. 
"Never mind dinner, my dear girl," 
replied Mrs. Ess Kay, with an air 
which I do believe she tried to copy 
from mother. "What I have to say Is 
m^re Important than dinner. I hope 
what I have been hearing Isn't true." 
"That depends upon what it was." 
I retorted, disguising my pertness 
with a smile. 
"Don't think I've been tattling," said 
Sally. "Whatever my faults may be. 
I haven't a rubber neck." 
I didn't know in the least what ehc 
meant. But afterward she explained 
that If your neck Is always pivoting 
around to pry iuto other people's af- 
fairs It Is a rubl>er neck, and I shall 
remember the expression to tell Stan 
when I go home. He will like to add 
it to his collection of strange beasts. 
Mrs. Ess Kay partly turned her back 
upon Sally. "The dear duchess" (she 
always speaks of mother in that way), 
"the dear duchess has intrusted you 
to uiy charge. Betty, and I dou't know 
what I shall do If you take advantage 
of nie by playing naughty tricks when- 
ever 1 am Incapacitated from chape- 
roning you for half nn hour." 
One would have thought I was a 
trained dog! I simply stared with sau- 
cer eyes, and she went on. "Mrs. Col- 
llngwocd came in to inquire for my 
headache, and she told me that yuu 
have been running about begging for 
money to give to a common man in 
the steerage. I sent instantly for Sal- 
ly, but she either knows or pretends 
to know nothing." 
I rushed into explanations, sure that 
when Mrs. Ess Kay understood 1 
should be pronounced "not guilty." 
But, to my surprise, her chin grew 
squarer and squarer and her eyes 
harder and lighter till they looked al- 
most white. 
lilted: 
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Uc U{ie stiUKltiuj with hie arm» folded. 
"I don't want to l>e harsh," she sal·! 
at last In the tone people use when 
they're walking on the ragged edge of 
their patience, "but for the duchess' 
sake I must bo Arm. It was very 
wrong of Tommy Doremus to let you 
make yourself so conspicuous. This 
may lead to your being dreadfully 
misunderstood and putting yourself 
and all of us iu a false position. The 
mau tuny be a butcher, for all you 
know." 
"Ills complexion isn't pink and white 
enough for a butcher's," said I, "Be- 
sides, I thought that in America one 
man was as good as another." 
"You were never more mistaken in 
your life, my dear girl, and the sooner 
you correct such au impression the 
better or you may get into serious 
trouble from which I can't save you 
If the steerage man isn't a butcher, 
he's probably a professional swimmei 
and the whole thing was a scheme t< 
advertise himself, in fact, I am prêt 
ty certain from what Mrs. Colling· 
wood said k was that. And 1 want 
you to promise me solemnly that you 
will not go around helping to adver- 
tise the creature any more. If you say 
you admire such a person, people will 
think you're like the matinee girls 
who wait at stage doors and run after 
I was so angry that I "talked back." 
and it Anally ended In onr relations 
being somewhat strained at dinner, 
which ruined my appetite until a pe 
eullarly soothing leed pudding came 
on. 
Afterward Mrs. Ess Kay wae cool 
to Mr. Doremus and would have been 
cold, I think. If lie weren't Mrs. Van 
der Windt's cousin. lie lounged up 
to our place on deck to give me the 
news that the third class hero (as he 
calls the bronze young man) refused 
to be second class. He had asked 
permission to give the cabin offered 
him to the child whose life he had 
■aved and the mother. 
"It's for you to say yes or no. Lady 
Betty," announced Mr. Doremus. "be- 
cause It's your show. You set the top 
spinning." 
"She is to have nothing more to do 
with the affair," Mrs. Kss Kay ati- 
iwered for me quickly. "She Is very 
■orry she commenced It and has lost 
the small Interest she felt In the be- 
ginning. I do hope that tramp or beg- 
gar or whatever he Is hasn't got It In 
his conceited head that Lady Betty 
Rulkeley has bothered herself about 
his Insignificant affairs, or he'll he 
thrusting himself upon her notice In 
some way which will be very dis- 
agreeable for me. as her guardian." 
"Well, he has sent a message of 
thanks to every on? coucp.îkhI." eai.. 
Mr. Tommy Doremus. » don't know 
whether he put Lady Betty at the top 
of the list or not. and I.* that's the 
way yon feel about our ui.e little 
stunt I expect It's JuM os v. eil uot to 
intjuire further." 
All the rest of the trip has been 
spoiled for me by t!ie hafeful way In 
which the excitement of th.it day end- 
ed. and it does seem too lad, for 
everything might have lieen so nice. 
Whether people really Co taake III 
natured jokes or no: I do'j't know. 
But anyhow, Mrs. Kss Kay kee;,s 
hinting that they do, which is ulino. 
as disagreeable for tne. She says th:" 
they have nicknamed the hronze m:·;) 
"Lady Betty's hero." and this ha 
made me t:o self conscious that I can > 
bear to go near the part of the dec i 
where you look over Into the steera*:.· 
for fear some silly creatures may 
think I'm trying to see him. I fee. 
as If I had been a conspicuous ldlo\ 
and I'm so uncomfortable with M.·· 
Kss Kav now that I expect to l>< 
wretched lu her house. I can't ta:' 
It over even with Sally, because aftc: 
ull she's Mrs. Kss Kay's cousin. I 
wisii I bad 11 nose two iachcs long aa 
green hair, and then perhaps moth;·: 
and Vic would have let me stop at 
home. 
Still 1 can't bclp taking an Interest 
in sLiip life, and now that it's the 
morning of the last day on board I 
look bark on It all as if it ought to 
have been even more fun than it wua. 
enjoyed hearing about the mar· 
conigruuis when tbey came. It seem- 
ed like living in a tale by Stan's fa- 
vorite. Jules Verne, to have messages 
come flying to us in midocean like in- 
visible carrier pigeons. I enjoyed 
having .Mr. Uureiuus tell me about his 
luck lu the big pools when the men 
bet on the day's run. and I'm afraid 
I rather reveled In seeing a row on 
deck one evening when one man ac- 
cused another of being a cheat and a 
professional gambler and almost cried 
about some money he'd lost. If I bad 
been the first man 1 wouldn't have 
trusted the other in the beginning, be- 
cause ho had fnt lips, greasy black 
curls and wicked eyes so close to- 
gether you felt they might run into 
one If he winked too bard on α hoi 
day. But if I had been so stupid as to 
trust him I would have been ashamed 
to make a fuss afterward. 1 thluk 
people ought to be sporting 
I liked the "captain's dinner." too. in 
honor of the last night on board, with 
the Hags and paper flower decorations, 
the band playing military music, th« 
dishes on the menu named after fa- 
mous generals and the stewards filing 
in In a long proccssiou when the salon 
had been darkened, each carrying s 
bright coN-red. illuminated Ice nnd 
cake wltli tiny KngMsb and American 
and Oerm ·) flags stuck Into the top 
Yes, I llk 'd everything, except—but 
now It 1« nearly over. America Is Just 
round the corner of the world 
[to he f'O.vriM'KD.J 
HOW HE SLErT. 
His Exp«rien«e With a Noisy and Per· 
•isttnt Cuckoo Clock. 
Wertz recently was presented with 
au old fashioned clock. That evening 
he hung it on his bedroom wall, wourd 
It up and after admiring it awhile 
went to sleep. lie· was drlfth g h:to 
very pleasant dreams when be was 
■tartled. 
"Coo-coo, coo-coo!" 
Wertz sat up with a start, but in an 
instant recovered his wits nnd li-tein d 
to eight more coo-coos with a fooiiah 
grin. Then he lay back and went to 
sleep agair. 
He had got Into a Une doze by the 
time the thing went off again. This 
time he didn't grin. 
Wertz Is a light s!eej»»*r. and. though 
he tried to get used to the tiling, tie 
gave up after the cuekoo had nnnounc. 
ed 2 o'clock and got up and stopin-d 
the clock. 
Next evening Wertz junior, who had 
not seen the clo -l;. weut to look at it. 
"Why, It's stopped." he said "What 
is wrong?" 
Wertz senior stroked his chin. 
"Maybe I didn't wind It this morn- 
ing." lie replied. "Ferd." he continued 
generously, "if you will prouil.e to 
wind that dock every morning I'll let 
you have It for your room." 
Wertz junior was delighted, and the 
transfer was made. 
At the breakfast table next ::>orn- 
Inç the heir of the hou^e of Wertz 
looked tired nnd somewhat fdieep'-di, 
but offered no explanation. After « ri- 
sldernble general conversation ills fa- 
ther said: 
"You look tired. IIow did you sleep 
last nl^'ht?" 
Wertz junior yawned. 
"By the hour," he answered.-Kan- 
sas City Times. 
SAVED THE GIRL. 
An Old Time Adventure With Solo- 
mon Island Cannibals. 
One day on a Solomon I teach u little 
girl ran to tue ami, before I was a vire 
of It, placed my foor «>u her neck. One 
knows what this moans well enough. 
In hot war it means that if a chief al- 
lows his foot to rest ou the defeated 
one's nock the man's life Is safe, but lie 
Is a slave forever, rescue or no rescue. 
I was puzzled at the child's action. It 
was rood explained. Shortly afterward 
dowu enme a lot of villagers and in- 
sisted on taking the youngster. I told 
them what the had done. They said 
they did not care. Her mother was be- 
in? cooked In the town, and the child 
should go to the ovens with lier. 
"Never!" I said. "What! We, who 
have eaten betel nut together many 
times, to quarrel for a mere child to 
whom I have granted life In your own 
way!" I swore they should kill lue 
first. They replied: 
"Oh. that Is au easy thing to do." 
A bold front was the only thing now. 
Luckily I had my sixteen shooter. 
Springing back and putting a mark ou 
the saiul with my foot, I swore I would 
shoot the first man who crossed IL 
They knew I could answer for a dozen 
of them or so. and, although clubs were 
up and bows lient, they hesitated, as 
well they might, and I knew I had 
mastered them. Then one proposed I 
should buy the child fairly. They 
cared not to fight a friend. To this I 
nt once agreed, and a muss was thus 
avoided, and a mission ax worth ton- 
pence made me a slave owner.— 
"Among the Man Eaters," by John 
Caggln. 
ADJUSTED HIS CANE. 
Then the Man From Berlin Explained 
Why He Did It. 
A man stood before a shop window 
with his cane sticking out from under 
his arm. A stout, blond gentlemau lu 
passing struck the cane smartly with 
his own, restoring It from Its obstruc- 
tive horizontal position to the proper 
vertical oue. 
"Say, what's the matter with you? 
You're the freshest guy I ever saw. 
Are you looking for trouble?" 
Thus said the man whose cane had 
been tapped. But he who had tap|ied 
it, speaking with a German accent, an- 
swered gently: 
"Why, sir, I did nothing but restore 
your cane to Its right Inclination. Ab- 
setrtly you were holding It under /our 
arm. It was Jabbing people In the 
breast, "the back, even the eye. and yet 
you uu-aut no harm. 
"Well. I stopped that nuisance which 
you were unconsciously committing, (u 
Berlin it Is the custom always to stop 
It so. And no one takes offense. On 
the contrary. In Berlin the correction Is 
recel vet I with a smile and a word of 
thanks. Isn't It so here?" 
"No. It Isn't." said the other, "but It 
should lie. I thank you. sir, myself, and 
I apologize."—New York Press 
Th· Unmaking. 
He (boastIngly)—It takes six genera- 
tions to make a gentleman, you know. 
She (calmly)—Yes, and what a pity 
that It only takes one generation to un- 
make him!—Exchange. 
Truth Is as Impossible to be soiled by 
any outward touch as Is the sunbeam. 
-MUton. 
ESTA BLI3HE Γ> 18». 
She <$xfovd gcmocrat, 
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SEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Gifts for Men. 
Holiday Uoods at J. Κ Plummer's. 
You Can Find Just the Gift. 
Only Four Days to Christinas. 
Hat Pins. 
Many a Man. 
A Sensible Christmas Gift. 
Probate Notices. 
Two Notices of Appointment. 
Non-resident Taxes In Upton. 
Non-resMent Taxes in Mexico. 
Coats and Suits. 
Parker's Hair Balsam. 
Notice. 
The Tax Commission's Report. 
The report of the tax commission ap- 
pointed under a resolve of the last legis- 
lature was tiled and published Friday. 
It is a lengthy document, and reveals, in 
both its wording and ite substance, that 
the commission bas gone thoroughly in- 
to the subject, not only as relates to the 
Maine laws, but making an exhaustive 
study of the tax systems of other states, 
aa well as of foreign countries. Whether 
any of the recommendations of the com- 
mission are adopted or not, the grati- 
tude of the state is due them for their 
thoroagh study and their valuable con- 
tribution to the study of this vexed and 
more or less complicated question. 
With Mr. White of Rockland and Mr. 
Merrill of St. Albans dissenting from 
certain of the recommendations, the 
general recommendations of the com- 
mission are summed up as follows: 
All assessments at full market value. 
State assessors invested with more 
powers. 
Apportionment of state tax on land 
values. 
Public service corporations be taxed 
on an ad valorem basis. 
Taxation of savings deposits in na- 
tional banks 
Taxation of life insurance companies 
on reserve values. 
A graduated automobile tax. 
Uniform tax on bank stock. 
A direct and collateral inheritance 
tax. 
Uniformity in valuing steamboats. 
A mortgage recording tax. 
Uniform poll tax. 
Taxation of pleasure boats. 
License fee on foreign corporations. 
Regulation of public utilities. 
Exemption of state, county and mu- 
nicipal bonds. 
Exemption of mortgages. 
Exemption of securities of such Maine 
corporations as pay a tax based on their 
full value. 
Of these recommendations there are 
three that are quite radical, one of them 
almost revolutionary. This last is the 
proposition to apportion the state tax 
among the towns according to the value 
of the land in each, apart from the 
buildings and improvements on the land. 
Under this system the value of the land 
and the buildings would have to be 
separated by the assessors. The rate of 
the state tax would be considerably in- 
creased, and a much larger proportior 
of the whole than now would be paid by 
the wild lands. Mr. Merrill diesents 
from this recommendation, and favors 
having the state assume a larger portion 
than now of the burdens of schools, 
roads, etc. 
Only second to tbieas a radical ieaiurc 
is the proposition to tax public service 
corporations, railroads, etc., on the 
actual value of tbeir property, instead ol 
on their earnings as now. This method 
has had many advocates. Mr. Whitt 
and Mr. Merrill dissent from their asso 
ciates in regard to this, Mr. White favor· 
ing a tax on the net income of the cor 
porations, and Mr. Merrill being in favoi 
of retaining the present system of a tas 
on the gross income. 
The proposed direct inheritance tax is 
also something entirely new for thie 
state. As proposed by the commission, 
it would affect only estates of some size 
the exemptions being targe enough βι 
that it would not apply to small estate* 
Even if this report should have the 
same fate as that of the last tax com 
mission in this state, a large portion o! 
whose recommendations were disregard 
ed, discussion of the subjects advanced 
can not fail to be of interest and value 
Kilbon Perham. 
Kilbon Perham, who died at his horot 
at Bryant's Pond on the 7th inst., at tht 
age of 80 years, was a brother of th« 
late Governor Sidney Perham, and a 
man well known to a large part of th< 
people of Oxford County. He was bort 
in Woodstock, the son of Joel Perham 
and in early manhood purchased a pari 
of the farm where he has lived for ovei 
sixty-one years. 
Kilbon Perham married Sarah Bryanl 
of Greenwood, who eurvives him, aftei 
a married life of more than eixty-on* 
years. Of their six children, four are 
now living: Clara J. Chase of Lynn 
Mass., Edwin R. Perham of Somerville 
Mass., Mabel L. Bumpus of Turner, ami 
G. W. Q. Perham, who is married and 
lives at the old home, the two families 
living as one. 
Mr. Perham was a member of Frank 
lin Grange at Bryant's Pond, also ol 
Jefferson Lodge of Masons at the same 
place. Of the latter body he hail been 
a member for more than forty-foui 
years, and he was recently made an 
honorary member, with resolutions ex 
pressing high appreciation of him as κ 
man and a brother. 
In politics Mr. Perham was a Repub 
lican, and in religious belief a Uni- 
versalist. His devotion to the work of 
the Universalist church was well known 
by all. He was one of the most active 
workers of the denomination, and never 
failed when health permitted to be près 
ent at til meetings which advanced the 
cause, in the town, county and state or- 
ganizations of the church. 
In all matters of public interest Mr. 
Perham was well informed, and he main- 
tained his interest in public affairs up to 
the last. Possessed of a strong will he 
was nevertheless most kindly and genial 
in manner, and a man whom every one 
was pleased to meet and greet. He was 
a good man, a good citizen, one who 
gave the highest type of service in any 
work that he undertook, and a man 
whom every one delighted to honor. 
The funeral, which was held on the 
9th, the public portion of it being at the 
Bryant's Pond Universalist church, was 
in charge of the Masons, and was attend- 
ed by Rev. J. H. Little of South Paris, 
the Schubert (ladies) Quartette of South 
Paris singing several selections. 
The big game season in Maine ended 
at midnight Tuesday night. From what 
figure· are available it is estimated that 
the number of deer killed is about 10,000, 
more than last year. The number of 
moose is less than last year. With re- 
gard to men the record has been more 
carefully kept, and it shows that during 
the hunting season sixteen persons met 
their death, thirteen by the use of fire- 
arms, one by falling on his knife, and 
two were drowned. Of the number kill- 
ed by firearms two were shot by broth- 
ers, two by companions, six shot them 
telves by the accidental discharge of 
their weapons, two were shot through 
being mistaken for deer, and one man 
was shot by a hunter when he was aim- 
ing at a deer. There were the usual 
number of accidents which did not re- 
sult fatally. 
Hon. John P. Swasey. who took the 
oath of office aa representative from this 
district at the opening of the present 
session of congress, has been assigned to 
the committee on the Merehant Marine 
and Fisheries and the committee on Re- 
vision of Laws. 
According to a recent statement of an 
official of the United States Department 
of Agriculture, the making of paper J 
from corn stalks is soon to be given a 
commercial test in a Maine paper mill. 
Laboratory teats seem to indicate that 
each manufacture is feasible. 
THE OXFORD BEABS. 
THE OOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL 
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY. 
Pari· Hill. 
ttrst Baptist Church. Bev. G. W. F. HU, paa 
tor. Preaching every Sunday at 10:48 a. ii 
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening servloc 
at 7 3». T. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening 
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove 
nant Meeting the last Friday before the let 
Sunday of the month at 230 p. m. All no! 
otherwise connected are cordially Invited. 
Mrs. J. C. Cumminge left Saturday for 
Otisfield, where she will visit fur a 
while before going to Auburn for the 
rest of the winter. 
The Paris Hill friends of former 
Captain William W. Kimball, U. S. N., 
are pleased to learn of hie promotion re- 
cently to the rank of Rear Admiral. 
Admiral Kimball is a native of this vil- 
lage. and a eon of the late (Jen. William 
K. Kimball. * 
Mrs. F. E. Shorey of Portland was a 
guest at Henry D. Hammond's last week. 
Admiral Henry W. Lyon, Mrs. Lyon 
and Mrs. James left here Monday for a 
warmer climate. The Admiral and Mrs. 
Lyon will spend Christmas in New Jer- 
sey and then go South. A trip to Hono- 
lulu by way of Panama is probable 
though not yet fully decided upon. 
Howard Hill is teaching the school in 
the Pleasant Valley District. 
The Sunday School of the Baptist 
church will have their Christmas tree at 
the church Friday evening at 7 o'clock. 
The exercises will be brief consisting of 
Scripture reading, a little singing, the 
reading of a Christmas story, and re- 
marks by the pastor. All in the village 
and neighborhood are most cordially in- 
vited to participate. 
The regular meeting of the Bee will be 
omitted this week on account of Christ- 
mas. The meeting on Bee. 31st will be 
held as usual. Special topic, "Old Year 
and New Year." All members, and this 
means all women, both summer and per- 
manent residents, aro requested to at- 
tend, and those who will not be able to 
be present will do a favor to the hostess- 
es by sending a greeting to be read at 
roll call to Auesta Eastman. 
West Sumner. 
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Clark left for 
Cheeterville Tuesday to visit friends and 
relatives. 
Eddie Bisbee killed a deer at Four 
Ponds last week. 
Mrs. Freeman Farrar has returned 
home. Her daughter, Mrs. John Foeter, 
is much improved in health. 
Geo Curtis, who a few weeks ago went 
to a hospital at Lewieton to be operated 
npon fur appendicitis, returned home 
Sunday. Mr. Curtis is able to walk out. 
Mrs. J. A. Kenney of South Parie is 
the guest of Mrs. W. E. Lothrop. 
Mr. G. W. French is very low. He 
has a complication of diseases. 
Tuesday, Dec. 22d, the ladies of this 
village and vicinity will gather in the 
vestry to make some comfortables for 
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Dow. This is to be 
ladies' day, for the gentlemen have 
agreed to get dinner while the ladies 
sew on the quilts. Now, gentlemen, here 
is a chance for you to show your skillful 
cuisine. Mauy squares of patchwork 
have already been made, and it is hoped 
there will be enough for two or more 
quilts. It is not that Mr. and Mrs. Dow 
are needy, but their friends wish to 
show them the high estimation in which 
they are held by the community. They 
lost all their bedding in the recent tire 
with the exception of one featherbed. 
Albert, the six-year-old son of C. E, 
Hadley, is ill with a slow fever. 
Don't forget the Christmas tree in 
the Baptist church Thursday evening 
the 24th. The committee of arrange 
mentsare: Mrs. Villa West, Mies Luella 
Farrar, Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson, and Wes 
ley Hammond. Deacon Moses Dow sayi 
he has hauled the Christmas trees to th< 
church for twenty years, and agreed tc 
this year. Under the circumstances h< 
will probably be excused from filling t hi 
contract. 
Charles Starbird ia hauling logs to th< 
mill to be sawed iuto lumber to be usee 
in building a house for II. G. Jewetto 
Brunswick. Mr. Jewett intends to built 
here in the spring. 
Ε. K. Field and daughter Ora of Nortl 
Paris were in town Tuesday. Mr. Fielc 
was distributing calendars and yeai 
books. 
The S. B. R. Club was entertained bj 
Mrs. K. G. Small Thursday afternoon 
The poet was John Godfrey Saxe 
Biography of the poet and selection: 
from his writings, Mrs. R. II. Ryereon 
John Ilarvey Treat, the Hermit of tbc 
Cupsuptic, Mrs. Hiram Howe; Julia A 
Carney, author of little Drops of Water 
Mrs Μ. Γ. Heald. A duet and soloi 
with piano acc >mpaniment were sung bj 
Mrs. V. M. Barrett and Mrs. II. S 
Robertson. Refreshments were served 
The next meeting will be Dec. 31st. 
West Bethel. 
"The Christina» <lav· will noon be here, 
And all the world aifug, 
When we'll swear off from drinking beer 
And take to punch and 'nog." 
"With jubilant anil jocund joy 
N.)W 'Ireatin the coasting-loving boy 
(1 tee pile their power to destroy) 
Of 'dashing, <louble rippers;' 
While uuny a maiden cute and coy, 
With pleasure free from all alloy, 
The present hour doth employ 
In 'leftly decking cluck's ilecoy— 
Those heart su ires, Christmas ellpi>ers." 
Winter begins this week. 
Fine weather for the middle of Decern 
ber. 
The store of Η. I'. Dennieon has ι 
real holiday appearance. 
The winter road machine was usee 
here Monday with four horses attached 
Peter Wheeler and wife are nicely set 
tied iu their new home on the E. G 
Wheeler farm. 
Farmers have reduced their stock sc 
that hay now seems to be quite plenti- 
ful. 
The price of eggs has begun to move 
downward, and a steady decline maj 
now be expected until May. 
Percy Mitchell went to Portland Tues- 
day, where his mother had madearrange- 
ments to meet him. 
Elbert R. Briggs came homo from 
South Paris Monday and is again ready 
to receive orders for photograph post- 
cards. 
Alden F. Mason is moving to this vil- 
lage and will occupy one of the tene- 
ments owned by his sister, Mrs. Lucinda 
E. Bean. 
Oxford. 
Wm. Ames of Bates College supplied 
the pulpit at the Congregational church 
Sunday morning. 
The extra meetings at the M. E. 
church are still continued. The pastor, 
Rev. Mr. Farnsworth, is assisted by 
Messrs. Price, Ames. Hayward and 
others. 
The Congregational Ladies' Society 
took |3β at their recent sale and supper. 
They have also made and given two 
puffs to families in need. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Coy of Welchviile 
called on friends in town Tuesday. Mrs. 
Coy has been very ill and her friends 
are happy to eee that Rhe has in a 
measure regained her health. 
Charles Warren's herd of cows were 
found to be seriously affected with 
tuberculosis, and eight out of eleven 
were condemned. 
Bryant's Pond. 
There will be a Christmas festival and 
tree at the Baptist church Thursday 
evening, Dec. 24. Everybody far and 
near is invited to be present. Bring 
your gifts for display on the tree. 
The Baptist Quarterly Meeting was 
held this week with the society here and 
there was a very good attendance at all 
of the meetings. During the service on 
Wednesday Rev. C. E. McKenzie, the 
I pastor here, was ordained. 
Jerry Farrar returned Wednesday 
from a trip to Grafton with his cousin, 
Arthur Farrar. No deer were captured. 
Mrs. Ansel Dudley still remains very 
low. 
Mr. C. F. Farrar is at home for a few 
days from BuckQeld. 
The V. I. S. Dramatic Club is rehears- 
ing for the new play to be given here 
soon. 
East Waterford. 
Pride Brothers have this week had 
their cows tested for tuberculosis. Nine 
were found to be affected, although not 
badly. They were killed Wednesday. 
Cattle Commissioner John M. Deerlng 
was here and appraised them. There 
were some fine cows in the lot. 
Sidney S. Hall aad little daughter 
Clara are spending a few days at North 
Conway with Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Shedd. 
B. G. Moindre is in Phillips this week. 
West Pari·. 
Our a tore* are Terr prettily arranged 
for the Chrtatmaa trade. 
Granite Chapter, 0. E. S., elected new 
officer· last week and will have a public 
installation Jan. 14. 
Considering the storm there was a 
good attendance at the Rebekah enter- 
tainment last Friday evening at Centen- 
nial Hall, aud the program passed off 
successfully. Beside the play, "Oat of 
His Sphere," there were readings by 
Mrs. Phila Davis, Mrs. Cora Lurvey And 
Miss Elinor Tuell, also a recitation by 
Carl Hayes. Mrs. C. H. Bates sang a 
song and instrumental music was 
furnished by Miss Brown and Miss Madge 
Tuell. At the close a series of excellent 
tableaux were shown. The evening 
closed with a sociable for the young peo- 
ple. 
We are pleased to report that Mr. L. 
C. Bates has so far recovered as to be 
about the house. 
Miss Alice Penley has had a surgical 
operation to one finger of her right 
hand and was very ill all last week. 
E. D. Stilwell was threatened with 
pneumonia last week. 
β. L. Briggs is sick with rheumatism. 
Tuesday evening of this week. Dec. 
22, the drama, "Grandmother Hilde- 
brand'e Legacy" will be repeated at 
Dunham's Hall for the benefit of the 
West Paris Fire Company. 
On account of delay in receiving some 
of the supplies, and the cold weather, 
the fire company was obliged to give up 
setting the hydrant for the hose as was 
the intention, and the ditch dug under 
the G. T. R. R. will have to remain open 
for th·» winter. 
Last Friday was the 79th birthday of 
Mr. H. G. Brown and Mrs. S. W. Dun- 
ham, and Mr. and Mrs. Dunham spent 
the day at Mr. Brown's. 
The Lucky Leaf Club met last Friday 
evening with Miss Tena Kimball. 
Hiram. 
Miss Hannah E. Bucknell, our efficient 
and popular postmaster, is sick in bed. 
Her relative, Mrs. Peverly, of Steep 
Falls, is caring for her. 
Miss Fannie Lander of Bangor visited 
Eli C. Wadsworth on Wednesday, and 
bought a farm at his agency. 
Mr. Horace P. Whipple has sold his 
farm, the fields and buildings, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles C. Lowell, and the wood- 
land to Hiram Lumber Co. 
Albert F. Howard bas a iob of logging 
at Chessey'e camp, Sebago, for the 
Hiram Lumber Company. 
On Friday we are in a tough north- 
east snow storm. 
We are glad to learn that Freedom 
Wadsworth is improving in health. 
Mr. Elias Gould, aged 94, is ill with a 
cold. He is the oldest man in Hiram. 
East Brownfield. 
There was a prayer meeting at A. F. 
Johnson's and at Walter Bickford's last 
Thursday evening. 
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter 
Isabel are occupying their cottage dur- 
ing Christmas week. 
Owing to the storm the W. C. T. U. 
did not hold its meeting last week. 
After several days' hard work the 
house which Will Wentworth recently 
bought has been placed upon a lot on 
Center road. 
Rue Warren and Percival Rounds have 
been sick with the measles. 
East Sumner. 
Now is the cheery season of the year 
when gifts are bestowed and received, 
when the Scriptural axiom that—"it is 
more blessed to give than to receive," is 
verified. 
Last Wednesday was the Congre- 
gregatlonal Circle day, and a lovely day 
it was. There was a good attendance 
and a most happy occasion, made all the 
more so as it was understood by some 
that they were to make the beloved 
1 pastor, Rev. S. C. Eaton, a surprise 
offering in the afternoon. Accordingly 
1 packages of substantial articles, useful 
1 and beneficial, were brought in quite 
liberally to cheer and encourage the 
1 hearts of Brother Eaton and family, aud 
I the same were most heartily received 
and duly appreciated. Brother Eaton's 
faithful and energetic labors are much 
appreciated by many, nor is this con- 
lined to sect, as his genial nature and 
respect for all has made him a host of 
friends that wish in some way to mani- 
fest their delight in his timely labors 
.1 f., 1 
Ezra Keeue and wife were suddenly 
called to Boston last weeb to attend the 
; funeral of Urs. Nellie Ricker, a sister of 
Mr. Keene. Within about a year and 
1 one half Mr. Keene has parted with five 
of his near relatives in Massachusetts, 
viz.: George Tolman. who married 
1 Susan Keene, Dennis Keene, Melvin B. 
Kicker, who married Nellie Keene, 
Thomas Keeue, who died only a few 
weeks ago, and now his sister, Nellie 
Kicker. Of the large family of Ezra 
Keene Senior only Frank, Charles, Ezra 
and Susan are left. And still the Keene 
family for generations past have been a 
hardy, muscular race. The cause of the 
late Nellie Kicker's death was pneu- 
monia. Age 52 yearn. 
There is to be a Christmas tree at the 
Baptist church this year with the usual 
appropriate exercises. 
The ladies of the Congregationalist 
church gave a rousing good dinner at 
the church vestry Dec. 16th, for the 
small sum of ten cents. The dinner was 
well patronized. After dinner the 
church members and others made Mr. 
1 Eaton, the pastor, a good donation, most 
of which will come in handy to live on 
tbie coming winter. Mr. Eaton seemed 
to appreciate the favor very much. 
Last Sunday Mr. Moses Young and 
Mrs. Young, widow of the late Heury 
Young, were united in marriage by Rev. 
Mr. Eaton. The bride wore a new gown 
and the bridegroom wore his best clothes. 
There is not much on Sumner Flat at 
this time. Killing pigs is about the 
main thing. Sleighing is good and 
farmers are getting up wood. 
Wm. Cvshmàn. 
West Lovell. 
Weman McAllister and wife have 
moved to the old Babineau house and 
will board Daniel McAllister's help, who 
are to log on the Styles place in Stone- 
ham. 
Miss Nellie Lord is teaching the Union 
llill School and boarding at home. 
C. D. Lord was at home Monday and 
took his father's horse with him and 
will work him this winter. 
G. W. Andrews has moved to his 
sister's, Mrs. Nathaniel Fox's, for the 
winter. 
Locke's Mills. 
M re. David Foster of East Bethel 
visited her daughter, Mrs. Azel Bryant, 
last week. 
Miss Alice Tinkham of Mechanic Falls 
was in town Thursday. 
Mr. C. E. Stowell was in Portland 
Tuesday to buy holiday goods. 
Mrs. Charles Bartlett attended the 
State Grange at Waterville last week. 
Mrs. Dana Grant and Lola Foster were 
at Bryant's Pond Thursday. 
Our new station agent is Q. O. Reed 
of Copperville, Ν. Π. 
Roy Brown has gone to Conway, N. 
IL, for the winter. 
Frank Sloan of Albany was in town 
Tuesday selling fresh fish. He will be 
here every two weeks during the winter. 
Dickvale. 
Died in Dickvale, Dec. 11, Mrs. A. J. 
Farrar, aged 5S years. 
Vernon and Ned Farrar are hauling 
pine to Ε. M. Worthley's mill. 
L. D. Hopkins has also taken a log- 
ging job of Mr. Worthley. 
Rev. A. A. Abbott is better. 
Mrs. Bernard Putnam is worse. 
Cuvier Putnam U recovering from 
pneumonia ana his mother ia Til with 
the grippe. 
Viola Child is keeping house for 
Simeon Morrill. 
Albany. 
W. A. Bragg, the Grand Union tea 
man, was in town last week. 
Elliott Rich was at F. G. Sloan's re- 
cently. 
Mrs. Ruby Tenney MoKeen is stop- 
ping at her former home in C'asco. 
Sybil Commlngs visited her sister, 
Mrs. Cora Cummings, last week. ι 
Mrs. Ada Lord and Estella Bean called ] 
on Mrs. Eva Morrill recently. ι 
A. E. Cross is baoling cord wood from 
the Η. H. Bean lot. 
Roy Andrews called on bis schoolmate, 1 
Rogor Sloan, recently. 
Gay Johnson and Herman Cummings c 
■hot » deer the 14th. ι 
BackfMd. 
Mra. Flora Damon, who has bean 
seriously ill (or aomt time, was taken to 
the C. M. Q. Hospital at Lewiston 
Thursday. 
Mrs. John Shearman and son and 
daughter of Portland oame here Friday 
to spend Christmas with her parents, 
Mr. and Mr·. C. H. Prinoe. Mr. Shear- 
man will come later. 
Harry Holmes and Bert Shaw drove a 
flock of a hundred sheep to Lewiston for 
Β. B. Gerrish Tuesday. 
There will be a Christmas concert at 
the Baptist church Sunday, Deo. 27, at 
seven o'clock. 
The Buckfield schools closed Friday 
after a fourteen weeks' term, to re-open 
Jan. 4, '09. Mrs. Elizabeth Withington 
has resigned her place as assistant and 
Miss Parker of Bath, a gradnate of 
Smith College, will have the position for 
the remainder of the year. Wednesday 
was visitation day in the high school 
and each scholar read an original essay 
and prizes were awarded by vote to one 
in each class. The prizes were awarded 
as follows:—Junior class, Mies Mellie 
Austin; sophomore class, Storer Cole; 
freshman, Madge Turner; ninth grade, 
George Warren. 
Tbe school at Tyler Corner in Hart- 
ford was closed Friday on account of the 
death from typhoid fever of the teacher, 
Mies Ethel Stetson. Tbe scholars sent 
flowers and the flag will be at half mast 
for one week. 
Miss Helen Shaw is at home from He- 
bron for tbe holidays. 
Mr. Peaslee returned to his home in 
Lewiston Saturday for a two weeks' 
vacation. 
Tbe high school entertainment given 
at Nezinscot Hall Friday evening sur- 
passed anything that bas been given by 
the school for a long time. The pro- 
gramme consisted of readings, vocal 
solo by Miss Mabel Lamb, singing by a 
double quartetto and the court scene 
from Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice, 
with the following cast: 
Shy lock, Donald Withington. 
Antonio, Ralph Barrett. 
itassanlo Harlow Gerrlab. 
Solarlno, Storer Cole. 
Solanlo Balpb Emery. 
Portia, .Julia Glle. 
Duke, Madeline Whitman. 
Clerk, Jennie Becard. 
Nerfssa, Amy Turner. 
The characters were well sustained, 
wonderfully well interpreted, and great 
credit is due tbe scholars and Mrs. 
Withington, who drilled them. The 
readings were uniformly excellent and 
given by tbe following scholars: 
First Settler's Story, Ellen Cole. 
Tact and Talent, Madge Turner. 
The Deacon's Ham Warren Buck. 
Men Wanted John Gerrish. 
The College Oil Cans Madeline Turner. 
The Learned Negro, ...Guy Allen. 
The Snow Storm A my Turner. 
The Clown's Baby, Mellie Austin. 
Jim Billings' Blackberry Patch, 
Eddie Hutchinson. 
Cheerfulness Lena Ingcrsol:. 
Greenwood. 
Doleful indeed was tbe news of tbe 
burning of Mr. Dow's buildings as we 
got it in the last paper. The light of 
the lire was seen, and the news was tele- 
phoned through here tbe next day, but 
it was so long a time before it came we 
hoped there was some mistake about it, 
and that no family had lost their home. 
We have known Mr. Dow since our early 
boyhood, and come so near being cousins 
that his mother and my step-mother 
were sisters, being daughters of tbe late 
Luther Briggs of Woodstock. 
Wesley Ring and his brother Herbert 
have been hauling sawdust by here from 
Willis' mill, a distance of five miles, for 
cattle bedding and packing ice. Her- 
bert bought the stumpage on a piece of 
land a few years ago of the late Green- 
ville Whitman, and recently built a win- 
ter road from the land to Velvet Hollow, 
so called, blasting rocks and going to 
considerable expense for tbe sake of tbe 
convenience. There was an old winter 
road through there, but so billy that 
only half a load could be hauled without 
yarding. 
Wesley King is now sawing flre wood 
for his neighbors with his gasoline en- 
gine and doiug good business. He is 
living on the Deacon Richard Cole farm, 
and his brother Herbert on the John 
Titus farm ; both men are hard workers 
and tiret class citizens. 
Erastus Bryant is very poorly this 
winter, having a bad rupture, which 
gives him a good deal of trouble. Mr. 
Bryant is well along in the eighties, and 
until recently he has been able to do 
considerable labor. 
Close time on deer has once more 
arrived, wherefore we are glad and 
everybody else ought to be; but right 
here permit ue to ask a question, In 
view of the fact that hundreds of men 
have been killed by being mistaken for 
deer, much valuable timber land burned 
over by being set on fire by hunters, 
and a large amount of valuable time 
spent in bunting that otherwise would 
have been put to better use, would it 
not bave been much more wise to have 
put a bounty on them, like some other 
wild animals, instead of a close time for 
protection? i'lease look at this question 
from every point of view before answer- 
ing. 
This week we are indebted to our 
cousin, Mrs. Celestia M. Howard, of 
West Minot for a very pretty post-card, 
and thus is the picture explained: 
"This is a picture of our church Harvest 
Sunday, and the lady minister in the 
pulpit is a Miss Sage from Connecticut." 
A very fine present, cousin, and we 
thank you for it. 
Brownfleld. 
Mrs. Rbuben Linscott has gone to 
Massachusetts to visit her children. 
Mrs. H. H. Allen nee Linna Frink of 
Portland visited at her old home, J. L. 
Frink's, quite recently. 
Prayer meeting this week at H. Wake- 
field's. 
Dr. and Mrs. Fitch were in the village 
this week. The doctor is very much 
better. 
Dr. Lougee, dentist, has taken rooms 
at Mrs. Burnell's for his office work. 
Miss Mary Marston, teacher of the 
grammar school, is boarding with Mrs. 
BnrnelL 
Quite a display of Christmas goods 
are to be seen in stores at the center 
village. 
The Christian Endeavor society are to 
give a sociable Friday evening at town 
ball. 
Hebron. 
There will be a Christmas entertain- 
ment at Grange Hall Friday, the 25th. 
General committee—tree, Charles Mar- 
shall, Arthur George; dinner committee, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. George, Mr. and Mrs. 
W. A. Bartlett, Lizzie Phillips, Edna 
George; entertainment committee, Agnes 
Bearce, Abbie Marshall, Marshall Keene; 
to put presents on tree, Mr. and Mrs. 
Alton Hibbs, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cum· 
m'mgs, Mr. and Mre. Walter Conant ; to 
take preseuts from the tree, Scott 
Bearce, Fred Marshall, Lizzie Bearce, 
Gertie George; to call off presents, C. H. 
George. There will be appropriate exer- 
cises in the church in the evening. 
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. A. 
M. Richardson Tuesday afternoon. 
The fall term of the academy closed 
Thursday, the 17th. 
Norway Lake. 
Mrs. A. D. Kilgore, who has been very 
sick, is improving quite fast. 
Mrs. J. H. Parke of Ayer, Mass., came 
to A. D. Kilgore's the 13tb, called here 
on account of the sickness of her sister, 
Mrs. Kilgore. She has returned home. 
C. A. Stephens, M. D., is in Boston 
Γογ a few days. 
Mrs. C. A. Stephens and her sister, 
Mrs. G. E. Horr, intend to spend the 
holidays in Massachusetts. 
Mrs. F. E. Pottle was quite ill for a 
few days recently. She is much better 
now. 
Will Woods and rife of Sabattus visit- 
id at Asa Frost's for a few days the past 
reek. 
George Frost is much better. Able to 
ïe about his work. 
North Paris. 
Mr. and Mrs. Moees Dow, whose build- 1 
ngs were burned recently, are staying 
with his brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. 1 
3. K. Dow. 
Mrs. A. T. Hellii and daughter Etta 
rislted in Portland a few day· last week. \ 
Miss Ida Littlehale, who is attending 
ichool at Bethel, visited her parents, 
ilr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale, a few 
lays recently. 
Mrs. Hubley of Lyndonville, Vt., is 
'isiting her sister, Mrs. Josephine Craw- ( 
ord. < 
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale attend· J 
d the Baptist quarterly meeting at Bry- g 
at's Pond Deo. 16 and 17. 1 
Beth·!. 
Repair· are being mad· upon the 
dining room of the Congregational 
church, which waa damaged by the re- 
cent fire. 
Tuesday evening Snnaet Rebekah 
Lodge tendered a reception to Dr. and 
Mrs. Wight and Mr. and Mr·. C. K. Fox, 
it being their wedding anniversary. A 
delightful ■ octal evening followed a 
pleasing programme of reading and 
muaic. Refreshment· were served. 
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. met with 
Mrs. F. 8. Chandler. 
Thursday at the Ladies' Club the 
treasurer reported the proceeds of the 
Christmas sale over $131.00. 
Harry Purington is assisting in the 
post office during the holidays. 
Christmas trade has been quite brisk 
already as each aooiety will have Christ- 
mas trees. 
Mr. John Allen has moved his family 
into the house be has recently purchas- 
ed and will soon open a meat market in 
the store to be vacated by Mr. Lucas as 
•oon as the flbw block is finished. 
The academy opened the winter term 
last Tuesday. 
Friday evening the Berlin High School 
played a game of basket ball with Gould 
Academy at Bethel. The Gould boys 
were victors by a score of 50 to 0. 
East Bethel. 
Mrs. Fred C. Bean visited Lewiston to 
do shopping last Saturday. 
J. M. Bartlett recently lost one of his 
work horses. 
Z. W. Bartlett and Porter Farwell 
made a business trip to Canton laat 
week. 
Mr. Lester Bean is at home from 
teaching in Vaaaalboro for the Chriat- 
maa vacation. 
Miss Amy Bartlett ia at home from 
teaching in Hartford, Conn., for a two 
weeka1 vacation. 
Ceylon Kimball has a new Winchester 
rifle from the Iver Johnson Co., Boston. 
Mr. F. B. Howe has loaded a car of 
potatoes the past week, mostly all hia 
own. He left laat Saturday with it to 
try the Boston market. 
Miss Edna Bartlett, Viola Bartlett, 
Freeborn Bean and John Howe have re- 
turned to Gould Academy. 
With butter 30 cents per pound, eggs 
40 cent· per dozen, potatoes 60 cents per 
bushel, and poultry 18 cents per pound, 
farmers ought not to complain. 
A Merry Christmas to all. 
North Stonehara. 
At the meeting of Kezar Lake Grange 
Dec. 2d the following officers were 
elected : 
W. M.-F. L. McKeen. 
W. O.—W. 8. Button. 
W. L.—Mr». K. 11. Fontaln. 
W. 8.—Bert Maeon. 
W. A. 8.—Herman Richards. 
W. Chap.—S. C. Mc A Meter. 
W. Treae J. Q. Maeon. 
W. See.—George Itrown. 
W. G. K.—Johnny File·. 
W. Ceree—Stella G. MeKeen. 
W. Pomona—Cora Butters. 
W. F.—Lucy Adame. 
W. L. A. S.—Goldte Adams. 
Howard Palmer and Jim Brackett of 
Lovell are boarding at John Adams' 
while they saw timber. 
Beryl McKeen ia at home from Nor- 
way. 
Mother Gray'* S"**t Powder» for Children, 
Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse In the 
Chlldren'e Home In New York, Cure Feverlsh- 
neee, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move 
and regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms. 
Over 10,000 toeUmonlale. They never/ail. At all 
druggist·, 25c. Sample FRBK. Address, Allen 
8. 01 meted, Le Roy, S. T. 
When Ton Put On Stocking· 
Of the heavier sort, do your shoes ploch, and 
your feet swell and perspire? If you sprinkle 
Allen's Foot-Base In your shoes, It will give you 
reetand comfort, and Instant relief from any 
annoyance. 8old Everywhere, 25c. Don't ac- 
cept any lubititute. 51 to 2, '09 
COATS 
ànd 
SUITS 
MARKED 
HALF-PRICE 
Et 
Norway. 
FOB SALE. 
Small size second-hand furnace, 
in good condition. 
South Paris Savings Bank. 
50-52. 
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of 
Lands of Non-resident Owners. 
STATE OF HAINE. 
Unpaid taxée on lands situated In the town 
to Mexico, In the County of Oxford, for the 
year 1908. 
The following list of taxée on real estate of 
non-resident owners, In the town of Mexico, 
aforesaid, for the year 1908, committed to 
me for collection for said town on the eth 
day of June, 1908, remain unpaid; and notice Is 
hereby given that If said taxes with interest 
and charges are not previously paid, so much 
of the real estate taxed a* Is sufficient to pay 
the amount due therefor, including interest and 
charges, will be sold without further notice, at 
public auction at the Town Hall In tald town, 
on the first Monday in February, 1909, at nine 
o'clock A.M. 
2 s § 
g *3 -a a·® 
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Philip Ash, house and lot, No. 61, 
Whitman Addition, $ 700 $19 30 
Albert AUard, lots Nos. 21,87, Mexico 
Heights 125 5 09 
Charles Berube or unknown, lot No. 
25, Gleason Purchase 100 4 47 
A. Bernler, 50 acres of land adjoining 
Ladd farm, Thompson Hill, 250 8 18 
Benjamin Cyr, lot No. 43, Highland 
Terrace 25 2 62 
Frank Cyr, lot No. 45, Highland 
Terrace, 25 2 82 
Joseph Carey, lot No. 2, Gleason Pur- 
chase, 140 β 94 
Timothy Conway, lot No. 17, Saunders 
Purchase 150 5 70 
Herbert Foster, two lots on Etta P. 
Richards'land, 200 6 94 
George Gonya, lot on Mitchell Street 
where hom«etcad was buroed, 50 3 23 
F. OalUDt, lot Highland Terrace, ad- 
joining Philip Cormier lot, 25 2 62 
Geo. T. Knight, lot No. 109, Qleason 
Purchase 75 3 85 
Scwell Lit' lefleld, north part of lot No. 
β, Range 5, No. acrea 40 100 4 47 
Charles II. Lovejoy, lot No.—, Mexi- 
co Heights 59 3 23 
Emma ΙΓ Mann, lot No. 74, Rldlon 
Pjirchase 100 4 47 
Mary I. Marston, lots Nos. 50, 51, 
Wbltman Addition 150 5 70 
Henry 1. Mason, lota Nos. 53, 61, Rld- 
lon Purchase, 375 11 27 
Dana S. Mitchell, or unknown, lot No. 
35, Highland Terrace, 25 2 62 
Rstate of E. G. Murphy, or unknown, 
lot near and north westerly of select- 
men's office, formerly L. U. Reed 
land, 100 4 47 
A. L. Mitchell, or unknown, his 
former homestead, Mitchell Street, 
Abbott Survey, 600 16 83 
Percy Miller, lot Etta P. Richards 
Survey, adjoining Archie Bernard'· 
homestead lot, 75 3 
Patrick McUrath, lota Nos. 97, 98, 
Kimball Purchase,. 100 4 47 
S. A. Powers, lot No. 1, Highland 
Terrace, house and lot on River 
Road, formerly owned by Alfred 
Ferland .. 525 14 93 
Paul Rose, lots Nos. 59, 00, 61, 61, 66, 
67, Gleason Purchase 600 16 83 
î. H. Resbiil, lot formerly owned by 
A. E. Rartlett, near C. II. Whitman 
farm, being southerly half or lot No. 
9, Range 2, 50 acres, 100 4 47 
Seuben Robar, lots Nos. 119, 120, 
Kimball Purchase 150 5 70 
I. B. Redmond, or unknown. small 
house on River Road, adjoining 
Lovejoy Brothers' house 300 9 42 
loscph Simmons, lota Nos. 13, 14, 15, 
Kimball Purchase 226 7 56 
fred Stl'lman, lot No. 107, Lucy 
Richards Survey 50 3 23 
Vllllam Tyler, lots Nos. δ, β, Saund- 
ers Purchase, 250 8 18 
rred Tucker, 2 acres of C. M. Kim- 
ball farm, with buildings thereon, 
lots Nos. ,2,Tenley Survey,.... 2,000 51 44 
1.1. Wood, lots Nos. 71, 72, Kimball 
Purchase, 300 6 94 
fr·. Fannie M. Wing, John Tooth- 
aker land, so-called, 100 4 47 
Woodward tod Lowe, Mexico Height·, 
so known, formerly C. M. Klmoall 
land 
r. A. PERKINS, Collector < 
Mexico, Maine, December 19th, 1906. 
NOTICE. 
The regular annual meeting of the atock-bold- 
rs of The Cltltens' Telephone and Telegraph J — 
ompany for the election of officers for tbe ea- 
1 
Λ 
alng year and report of tbe paat year's buslneis f 
oings, will be held at tbe Assessors' office, % 
outh Part», Main», January 4th, 190·. Μ 7JO TM. Τ 
0. w. BOWKER, Clerk and Treasurer. ! 
I························· 
Holiday Goods 
AT —. 
J. F. PLUMMER'S 
We are Santa Olaue' agents and you will find 
him in our window ready to serve you from our 
large line of Holiday Goods, each department 
being filled with choice, attractive selections. 
Among them you will find scores of appro- 
priate Christmas and New Year's presents. Use- 
ful Gifts give the greatest pleasure to the recip- 
ient. These suggestions may help you in your 
Christmas selections. 
Slippers in great variety, for men 
and women. 
W. L. Douglas Shoes for men. 
Queen Quality Shoes for women. 
Fur Coats, Overcoats, Rain Coats, 
Suits, Sweaters, Underwear, Suspend- 
ers, Fancy Hosiery, Gloves, Mittens, 
Handkerchiefs, Mufflers, Neck Ties, 
Collars, Cuffs, and many other things 
too numerous to mention. 
Our Prices Are Right. 
J. F. PLUMMER, :urnUher, I 
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME. 
Telephone 106-3. 
Best Christmas Gift! 
A Gold Watch and Chain. 
Good Assortment in Stock. 
S. Richards, 
Jeweler ana Optician. 
We want to call attention to our line of 
Useful Gifts 
FOR THE HOLIDAYS. 
Can You Imagine Anything More Acceptable than 
a Good Pair of 
Boots or Shoes, 
SLIPPERS, OVERSHOES, RUB- 
BERS OR LEGOINS ? 
We bave the beat line we have ever bad. For Ladies we have the Sorosis for 
13.50 and 4 00; Evangeline, 13.00; New Century, 12.50; Princess Louise, 52 00 
All of these in all styles and all kinds of stock. 
For Men we carry the Walk Over, 93.50, 4.00 and 5 00; Commodore, ϊίο·): 
Admiral, |5 00; Fitzu, $3.50 and 4.00, and a large variety of other grade» for *3.00 
2.50, 2.00 and 1.50. Also all kinds of heavy shoes for hard service, all grades from 
*2.00 to 5 50. 
You can find here all kinds of warm lined footwear for both Men and Women, a 
sure cure for cold feet; and do not forget we make a specialty of house six es 
for women. You will be comfortable if you wear our shoes. As usual we have a 
very nice line of Slippers for Men, Women and Children, and all kinds of Over- 
shoes, Robbers, Loggias, Gaiters, in fact, you can find here all kinds of footwear 
for the whole family. 
Do not forget that we surely have the largest stock of all kinds of footwear 
in the County and one of the largest in the State. You can find what you want if 
you come here. 
We also carry a full line of Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases which we will sell at 
the lowest possible price. And in regard to the price on all of our goods, we want 
to say, that our prices are as low, and on many lines lower, than the same grade 
can be bought elsewhere. 
We have only one price. We use all the same. To sum up the whole matter 
we want your trade and we will use you right and we know you will not make 
a mistake if you come here for your holiday gifts. 
Our store wil be open evenings Christmas week to and including the 24th and 
will be closed all day Christmas. 
Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO., 
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE. 
Telephone 112-3. Residence 112-12. 
Russian 
Vests 
are warm and 
durable. They 
are lined front 
and back with 
flannel. We 
have them in 
dark brown cor- 
duroy, all sizes, 
$2 each. 
Sweaters 
make excellent gifte. Sweaters are 
so useful and comfortable that they 
are always received with pleasure. 
We have the coat shape in white, 
gray, brown and combinations. $2 
to $5. 
Gifts l2E Men. 
lent -73L 
iuspenders 
Ideal Christmas Qifts are gifts that are 
useful and practical. Make your gifts 
ideal by presenting an article that will 
keep your well wishes a long time before 
him. This store is specially adapted to 
provide useful gifts, as a visit to us will 
prove. Plan to make the choosing of your 
Christmas purchases early, before the best 
is gone. This store is full now of sensible 
and practical gifts. For your convenience 
this store will be open each evening until 
Christmas. Closed all day Dec. 26th. 
are good serviceable suspenders. 
We have them in fancy gift boxes 
for 50c each. 
Hosiery. 
Men who appreciate good wearing 
hosiery come here. We pay partic- 
ular attention to quality and otter 
you good wearing hose. Cotton 
hose, plain or fancy, 15c and 25c. 
Wool hose, 25c to 75c. 
House Coats are always popular as gifts. Nothing 
makes a better gift to give a man. We 
have these garments in double faced goods, plain outside, fancy 
inside, in blue and gray. $5 each. 
Bath Robes. 
every man wants to own. 
All sizes. $5 and $6. 
Our robes are cut large and full. They 
are the roomy, comfortable robes that 
We have quite a variety of patterns. 
Handkerchiefs 
for holiday giving. All grades and 
kinds of handkerchiefs are here. 
White, red, blue, etc., 5c each. 
White handkerchiefs in cotton and 
linen, 10c, 15c, 20c and 25c. Initial 
handkerchiefs 10c to 50c. Silk 
handkerchiefs, plain or initial, 25c 
and 50c. Handkerchiefs in fancy 
boxes, 75c to $1.50 per box. 
Boys' Clothes 
are here in great 
variety. Winter 
suits for boys. Made 
of carefully selected 
fabrics. They are 
made in a manner 
to give the greatest 
amount of wear. 
The variety of pat- 
terns provides for 
all tastes. Boys' 
short trousers suits 
up to $5. Boys' 
winter overcoats up 
to $5. 
Neckwear 
fresh from the manufacturers. 
The rew Christmas shades are 
very handsome. We want you 
to come in and look them over. 
Every tie shape and every tie 
coloring you can possibly want 
are here. 25c and 50c. 
Umbrellas 
are desirable gifts at all sea- 
sons and particularly at Christ- 
mas. We've a large stock of 
serviceable umbrellas. Many 
different handles at each price. 
We have them at all prices 
from 50c to $4. 
Armbands. 
Each in an individual box for 
giving. A large stock made 
of silk elastic. All colors, 
white, red, blue, etc., 25c and 
50c. Combination sets, sus- 
penders, armbands and garters 
to match, 50c the set. 
Night Robes 
in white cotton, some plain, 
others with trimming, 50c, 75c 
and $1. One lot cut extra full 
for large men, $1.25. Outing 
flannel night robes, warm and 
comfortable, 50c and $1. Out- 
ing flannel pajamas, $1 to $2. 
Underwear. We carry a large stock of underwear 
for 
men and boys. We've all grades and 
kinds in cotton and wool. Men's underwear, 50c to $2.50. Union 
suits, $1 to $2. Boys' underwear, 35c and 50c. 
H. B. FOSTER 
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER, 
NORWAY, - - ΠΑΙΝΕ. 
Gloves. 
This is the place to buy your gift 
gloves for men and boys. The store 
where you'll find a superi ?r assort- 
ment at reasonable prices. We've 
unlined dress gloves in many fabrics, 
50c to $1.50. Silk lined gloves, $1 
and $1.50. Wool lined gloves, 50c 
to $1.50. Fur lined dress gloves 
from $2 to $3 50. Heavy fur lined 
driving gloves up to $3. 
Young flen's 
Suits. 
When you see a 
young man wear- 
ing one of our 
suits, you'll be 
impressed with 
the style, the fin- 
ish and the cor- 
rectness of the fit. 
A young man 
who wants to 
be well dressed 
should come here 
for his clothes. * 
Prices $7.50 to 
$15· 
YOU ΟΑΝΓ FIND 
lust the Gift for Christmas 
AT THE 
TUCKER HARNESS STORE. 
If it is not a Harness, Blanket or Robe you need, why 
not select one of our Sleigh Heaters or a White Robe 
for the baby ? My line of Suit Cases and Bags is larger 
than ever. They make an excellent Christmas Gift. 
ΓΑΜΈΙβ Ν*. FAVOR, Prop., 
OX Main St., Norway, Maine. 
>ASTORIA hrlitaUrtttl*». ■£££ /fs 
η m Ym Urn Alwm Brett, "5 
SEE MY LINE OF 
Handkerchiefs 
Fancy Jewelry and other Xmas 
Novelties before purchasing 
elsewhere. 
Miss S. M. Wheeler, 
MARKET SQUARE, SOUTH PARIS, MAINE. 
CASTORIAλιλλλμ** Λ ν/ίΤΤΓ" 
Jh· KW Ym Han Ahrays Bui(ht « 
rht 9xlax& Democrat 
SOUTHPABIS. 
Sow the days begin to lengthen. 
Last call for Christmas «hopping! 
The song of the power wood saw be- 
gin· to be heard in the land. 
Rev. and Mrs. A. W. Pottle of Bnck- 
fleld visited friend# here Weduesday. 
Ae this is Christmas week, the stores 
will be open every evening until Friday. 
Miss Rose Clark visited relatives at 
Mechanic Falls a few days the past week. 
The advertisers are still with us, and 
their advertisements are still good read- 
ing· 
¥T 
Sermon next Sunday at the I ni- 
versalist church on the second coming 
of Christ. 
Louis W. Clark is at home for the 
holidays from the Burdett Business Col- 
lege. Boston. 
Uam M. Wheeler, principal of Cari- 
bou Hiiçh School, is at his home here for 
the holidays. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Edgerley is spending 
the week with her sister. Mrs. t. P. 
1'arlin, at Wilton. 
Miss Isabel C. Morton is at hon.e from 
the Art Museum School, Boston, 
upend the holidays. 
The annual business meeting of the 
lUptist church comes on Monday even- 
ing of next week, Dec. 2S. 
All grades in the brick school bouse 
will begin on Tuesday, Dec^ -^'h. A. D. Park, Supt. 
The Rebekahs will elect officers Fr|day evl.'.g o? this week an.l it » h«p,d 
a good uuinber wdl be present. 
Mrs Lane of Portland, who was on 
her way to California made a short vis.t 
to her frieud. Miss Isabelle F. Bryant, 
last week. 
Stanley M. Wheeler is at ho™®,.fr^ ♦h» l'ni varsity of Maine for the Christ-1 
o.h.r, «h. w.,..,n 
be home this week. 
Good touch of winter Saturday tporn- 
ioz Bright and clear, and temperature 
here in the valley from 10 to 15 below 
zero, according to location. 
It is said that Venus and Jupiter^are 
now day stars, and that if you km w ■u.T where and how to »«ok you can s e 
them after the sun is up. The Demo, rat acTno' voucb for this. bu. bas b«*n .o 
informed. I 
scalloped oysters, hot rolls, sherbet 
and other good things made 
cer served by the members of the tnira division to the Fan-Tans at tbe.r regular 
monthly session last Tuesday e\enmg. 
A good time generally. 
Rev. J. W. Chesbro, Mr. Μ'β. 
Joseph A. Noyes, Ί 
Mrs L. C. Morton and Mrs. L.S.Ham 
mond attended the quarterly meeting ο 
the Oxford Baptist Assocation at 
Bryant's Pond Wednesday and Thurs- 
day. 
A pleasant evening was enjoyed by 
the Seneca Club last Monday, when the 
members were entertained by Mrs List 
man and Miss Thayer The P"*"™ 
on the topic of inventors, was folly car 
ried out. The refreshments served were 
especially tine. 
Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Hilton expect to 
start for Shawee, Oklal,oma, about the 
middle of January. They will ™ta*n 
their home here for the present at le^st, 
but if things look favorable in Oklahoma, 
thev may decide to locate there, for tht 
benefit of Mr. Hilton's health. 
Miss Minnie E. Austin, fro®. th® 
Broman Gelon Company, will g ve » 
demonstration of that celebrated je ly 
powder, all of the present ?e®k' 
ηιηκ Monday, at the store of N. PA-V 
Bolster Λ Co. Every lady 
call and test the superior quality of the«t 
goods. 
Mrs. George F. Eistman ie spending 
the week at her former home 
and will attend the weddinc on the .4th 
of her sister. M:ss Carrie Hubbard, and 
M' Ralph Charles, both of Lojell. Miss 
Hubbard has spent considerable time at 
South Paris with Mrs. Eastman, and has 
many friends here. 
William K. Kimbail Circle, Ladies of 
the (i \ R. invite William K. Kunball 
Post and Joshua L. ChambertaJnCamp, 
S of V.. to i->in with them m the 
stallation of officers Saturday evening, 
Jan .2, 1909, at 7:30 p.m. All persous 
eligible to membership in either or- 
ganization are also cordially muted. 
Advertised letters in South Pans post 
office Dec. 21, 190S: 
Mr·. Abbte Wlthain. 
Mrs. Lor* S. Shaw. 
Mrs. S. H. Bobbin. 
Kranklln an<t Eugenia Hplller. 
Warren French 
Lou H 11 rower. 
G. Ε Newell. 
S. P. Davis, Postmaster. 
A special village corporation meeting 
has been called at Engine House Hall on 
the evening of Tuesday, Doc. 29. The 
objects of the meeting are two—to see 
what instructions the corporation will 
give the assessors relative to settling 
with the Norway Water Co. for hydrant 
rental up to Dec. 1st, and to see what 
sum of money shall be appropriated for 
the use of the water committee for ex- 
penses in securing the desired amend- 
ment to the corporation charter. 
Owing to the convenient arrangement 
of the forenoon trains, which cross at 
this station, the up train coming iu aud 
going out tint, Wednesday's session of 
the Supreme Judicial Court was probably 
the shortest on record. Judge A. R. 
Savage of Auburn came on the up train, 
immediately went to the court house, 
and appeared at the station again just as 
the other train started down the yard 
from the switch at the upper end. Iu 
the meantime the October term of court 
had been called to order after its recess, 
and final'y adjourned. Judge Savage 
returned home on the forenoon train, 
having been away from home about two 
hours, and at South Paris about ten 
minutes. It is not expected that there 
will be any more court until the March 
term. 
Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp. Sons of 
Veterans, bad a very satisfactory meet- 
ing Tuesday evening, when it was visit- 
ed and inspected by W. Herbert McCann 
of Lewiston, Division Commander. 
The Ladies of the G. A. R. served a sup- 
per to the Sons previous to the meeting, 
which was enjoyed by a large number. 
The meeting niisht of the camp has been 
changed from Tuesday to Saturday, and 
hereafter the meeting will be on the 
second Saturday evening of each month. 
The meeting on the second Saturday of 
January will be the annual meeting, 
with election of officers. At the meeting 
last Tuesday evening the following were 
nominated for officers, and it is expected 
that they will be elected at the January 
meeting: 
Coinmamter—William H. Motley. 
8 V. C.—P. K. tlathawav. 
J V. C.—Walter L. Uray. 
Patriotic Instructor— Rev. J. W. Cheetiro. 
Secretary—lohn E. Everett 
Treasurer—George F. £a«tiu.\o. 
George Pelton made good use of the 
last day of open time on deer Tuesday. 
He bad started from his place on nigh 
Street, some miles north of the village, 
with a load of pulp wood for South Paris, 
when he discovered two does not far 
from the road. Leaving his team he 
went back to the house for his rifle, and 
found that the deer were still there when 
be got back. He shot one of them, and 
the other took sudden leave. He then 
went on with hie load, turning the rifle 
over to hi· son who started after the 
other deer. He followed her to the river, 
where she swam across, and be took the 
•tream on foot where it was waist deep 
or more. She then went toward Paris 
Hill and off toward the south, and he 
followed until, near Ε. E. Chapman's, 
■be atarted toward the river again, and 
he concluding he had had enough wad 
ing for one day, abandoned the chase 
and made bis way to South Paris to ride 
home with hi· father. 
Rockland ice dealers having playec 
their last card on last season's crop havt 
been distributing to their customer! 
large slab* of newly cut ioe about thre< 
iochea thick. It has a very strange ap 
pearance, but anything in the shape ol 
ioe is doubly welcome during the prea 
ant famine. 
Hydrant Te*ta Made. 
Some teats of the hydrant pressure ι 
different placée in the village were mad 
under the direction of Chief Engine* 
Bowker Thursday morning. No gaug 
was used, the stream* being put υ 
merely for observation, and some photc 
graphs made. 
Tbe tiret was made at the court house 
and before tbe hydrant waa opened Mi 
Bowker telephoned to the pumping sti 
tion. to ask if the pumps could be stop 
ped for a while if runuing, in order t 
show the pressure from the reservoir 
alone. This brought out the informs 
tion that President Andrews of the wate 
company, having been notified that ther 
was to be a test, bad just given orders t 
have tbe pumps started. As they wouli 
nut be stopped without orders from him 
they were kept at their work, and al 
tbe tests were made with the pump: 
running. 
Three streams were put on at thi 
lower hvdraut by tbe court house. Tw< 
of them fell just short of reaching th< 
eaves, and tbe other went above them. 
Connection was also made with th< 
hydrant at the high school building 
with one on upper High Street, and witt 
I one on Hill Street, three streams being 
pnt on at each place. 
At the school house, one of the 
streams could be put well on to the roof 
while the other two, from a siatneseii 
hose, just about reached tbe eaves. 
On High Street and Hill Street the 
streams were weak, very little if any 
better than in those places before the 
work of improvement on the system was 
done last summer. 
One feature of the test at the school 
house duplicated that at an earlier trial 
at tbe court house. Gravel stones which 
got into the pipe when it was laid, and 
which wore too large to go through the 
n< zztes, would plug them and stop the 
streim. Then it was necessary to shut 
oil the wa'er, unscrew the nozzles, and 
drive out the stones. This was done 
three times before tbe streams could be 
kept working long enough to make a 
good trial of them, but as it was not 
under actual tire conditions, no serious 
harm was done. Still, there may be 
more stones in tbe main. 
Christmas Observances. 
A supper will be given to the mem- 
bers of the I.'uiverbalist Sunday School 
at Good Cheer Hall Thursday, Dec. 24, 
at 6:30. All the children of the Sunday 
School and parents are invited. The 
usual Christmas trees and social follow. 
A committee will be at the church by 
1 o'clock to receive gifts for trees. 
Bring tbem early. 
At tbe Methodist church the exercises 
will be held on Thursday evening, and 
will consist of the cantata, "The Santa 
Claus Club,1' and a tree, the caatata be- 
ing given in the vestry down stairs, and 
the tree in the auditorium of the church. 
About forty are required to present the 
cantata. 
At tbe Baptist church there will be a 
tree and concert Thursday evening. 
rhristmas will be observed at the Con- 
gregational church with a Christmas 
tree and reception to the Sunday School 
Friday afternoon from 3 to 5 o'clock. 
Refreshments will be served. The mem- 
bers of the cradle roll and their parents, 
the parents of the primary scholars, and 
tbe members of the home department 
are invited to be present. There will be 
recitations and singing by tbe school. 
Please brin? presents to be hung on the 
tree as early in the afternoon as possible. 
Baptist Quarterly Meeting. 
The Oxford Baptist Quarterly Meeting 
met with the Bryant's Pond Baptist 
church Dec. 1617. Rev. H. L. Hanson 
served as moderator. After the usual 
opening exercises and business Rev. £. 
A. Davis led a very helpful devotional 
service. At noon the meeting adjourn- 
ed until the next morning at nine o'clock 
to give place to an ordaining council 
which hail been called for the purpose 
of examining Mr. C. D McKenzie, the 
pastor of the church, and advising as to 
bis ordination. 
The opeuing service of Thursday was 
led by Rev. J. W. Cbesbro, following 
which there were heard the reports from 
the churches which gave evidence of 
much tbat was hopeful and encouraging. 
The next was a symposium on The 
Forward Movement in our Churches and 
Rev. H L. Hanson spoke of The Aim 
of the Forward Movement, Rev. E. A. 
Davis of The Evangelistic Opportunity. 
A discussion from the door of the points 
made by these two brethren occupied 
tbe time until dinner was announced. 
Tbe afternoon service was opened by 
Rev. C. D. McKenzie, who led in a ser- 
vice of song. 
The committee on resolutions express- 
ed the appreciation of the body of the 
hospitality of tbe church, the liberality 
of the railroads, of the character and 
worth of Rev. E. S. Cotton, who has re- 
moved from this association to Brewster, 
Mass., of the harmonious and fraternal 
relations of Baptists and Free Baptists. 
Rev. D. W. Kimball of Mechanic Falls 
preached a very thoughtful sermon on 
"Work." Tbe afternoon services closed 
with a review of Dr. T. T. Eaton's book, 
F.iithand The Faith, by Rev. J. W. Ches· 
bro. 
Rev. J. W. CiiE9i!Ro, Clerk. 
Ordination. 
Ια response to a call issued by the 
Bryant's Pond Baptist church ol 
Bryant's Pond, Maine, delegates from 
the Oxford Ass >ciation together with 
Secretary I B. Mower, D. L>.. Missionary 
Rrv. E. A. Davie and Kev. A. T. Salley, 
D. D., of Lewiston Free Baptist church, 
met with the church Wednesday, I)oc. 
10, lOOSi. to consider the advisability ol 
ordaining to the gospel ministry Mr. C 
D. McKenzie, pastor elect of the church, 
who had been received by it from the 
Bates Street Free Baptist church ol 
Lewiston. The council was organized 
with Rev. I. B. Mower, D. D., as moder- 
ator, and Kev. J. Wallace Chesbro ol 
South Paris, as clerk. The council lis 
tened to the Christian experience of the 
candidate, his call to the ministry, and 
his views of Christian doctrine. On 
motion, the council expressed itself ai 
well pleased, and advised the church to 
proceed to ordain the brother. The fol 
lowing program was adopted and carried 
out: 
l'ralse an·! Devotional Service, Kev. Ε. A. Davie 
Records of the Council Renl. 
Kev. J. W. Cheebro 
Charge to the Can-IMate, 
Rev. D. W. Κ I'll ball 
Charge to the Church, Rev. J. W. Cheeitro 
Right Hau'l of Fellowship Into the Chrl-tlac 
MIoNtry, Rev. H. L. Hanson 
Prayer of Ordination, Rev I. B. Mower, D. D 
Sermon, Rev. A. T. Salley, D. D 
Benediction, Rev. C. D. McKenzie 
J. Wallace Chesbro, Clerk. 
Maine News Notes. 
The town of Rockport is withou' 
hydrant protection, owing to the fac 
that the town and the Camden anr 
Rocklaud Water Co. cotild not agree up- 
on a new contract, aud the water com 
pany has disconnected the hydrants. 
The man whose dismembered bodi 
was found scattered along the railrnac 
track at Bowdoinham was identified a; 
Abial Kincaid of Richmond, a wooc 
chopper. It was learned that be wa 
somewhat intoxicated when last neeu 
The general opinion now is that deatl 
was accidental, and the theory of fou 
play lias been abandoned. 
The Maine State Grange held its an 
nual meeting at Waterville last week 
with a large attendance. Three grange 
surrendered their charters during th 
year, and eight new ones were organized 
making the present number 426. Th 
total membersnip is .r>e,OOi, a net gain ο 
14:50 for the year. There was no e ectio 
of officers, as the officers elected las 
year hold for two years. 
Professor George C. Purington of th 
Farmington Normal School is gatberin 
j one of the most extensive collections c 
| native woods to be found in privât 
I ownership in the country. Profess") 
! Purington is confining his specimens i 
those that grow in Maine and has dii 
covered many species that are nc 
generally known to be native of th 
Pine Tree State. The work of gatherio 
these specimens requires conaiderabl 
time and effort. In various parts of tb 
state there are rare woods to be foun< 
but it is often necessary to travel far i 
the deep forests in order to get then 
Professor Purington'· collection to dal 
is very complete, but there are sever 
known varieties that he is anxious I 
acquire. 
Ι θα Mr. Bowler's Investigation. 
® J CHIEF EN'GINEEB BOWKEB DOES NOT 
M AORKE with his conclusions. 
a I 
The investigation carried on by the 
Oxford County Citizen does not meet 
my approval, for the facta are ignored 
which are known to four hundred and 
-1 eighty-eight voters in the South Paria 
Village Corporation. We all know just 
j what we have to-day and have had in 
s I the past. We have competent, expert 
machiniste, mechanics, civil engineers in 
r our village, and hydraulic men, as 
) compared with any village of its size in 
> our state, all of which have watched our 
11 water system, and if one of these men 
eay as the Citizen draws the conclusion, ΐ that it is all Ο. K. for tires in South 
Paris to-day, I never will utter a word I against the system. I do think South 
> Paris people actually know about our ! own affairs a great deal more accurately 
> than a man who comes in here and gath- 
ers information for the water company, 
11 whose whole aim has been profits. 
Now I want the Citizen to understand 
11 we are united in South Paris about the 
I water question. We never have bad a 
I vote against an article at our corporation 
meetings. Does not that signify the dis- 
I satisfaction regarding the water question 
in South Paris? It should not be your 
dory to come to South Paris and tell us 
we have all that is needed, because our 
I four hundred and eighty-eight, to almost 
a uian—save stockholders in this com- 
I pany—will vote to put in our own water 
You quote the tests made by D. W. 
Sleeper, inspector, representative of I Underwriters' Bureau. You claim it 
I contains a report of the actual condi- 
tions. I claim that is not the actual 
I conditions. My proof is this. You say 
in vour editorial that the two reservoirs 
are 187 feet high, thus giving a static 
I pressure of 81 pounds. Now, Mr. 
Sleeper and Mr. Bowler, how do you get 
and givo to the public 95 pounds pressure 
at Norway and 85 pounds pressure at 
South Paris, ichich is utterly impossible 
converting pressure given into feet head? 
Did the Norwav Water Company have 
this "slick article", as Mr. Bowler calls 
lit, the 75 horse-power Olds gas engine 
aud ste:im pump engine pumping into 
the main* with all their horse power to 
produce this 95 pounds pressure and 
pounds pressure, when the test was 
made? I say they did. This inspector 
ought to have knowu eome things he did 
I Mr. Sleeper says South Paris tire de- 
partment is composed of volunteer men. 
Mr. Sleeper, that is false. They are 
regularly paid men for all services. What 
1S his idea in giving a report like this^ I \ water system pressure is actual ueaa 
pressure, not all engine pump pressure. 
We have a fire pump pressure at the sled 
factory of 150 pounds, and I think about I the same at the Mason Manufacturing 
I Co. That shouldn't be considered with 
I a reservoir system pressure.. 
Mr. Bowler feels that the Norway 
I Water Co. has arisen to the demands of 
I South Paris people. Now I wish to te 
Mr. Bowler, of our 488 voters I will 
guarantee 485 are adverse to his conclu- 
sions. We are of the opinion that public 
I utilities which concern our health and 
the property of our citizens should not 
I be left to individuals outaide of our own 
town, where the temptation of protit 
1 might produce disastrous results, and I therefore it is our judgment that under- 
takings in which our health and our 
property largely enters should be 
operated by South Paris people. I also 
think a franchise granted to aj private I corporation should be terminable after 
an indictment by a grand jury. 
Municipalities should have the power 
to enter the field of municipal ownership 
I upon popular vote, under reasonable I regulations. We have the popular vote. 
If you do not believe this statement, 
I corao to our corporation meeting which 
will be held within ten days in regard to 
I this water system. I Now let me say, Goo. R. Morton 
1 never made a statement but that he has 
proof of the facts, and South Paris peo- 
ple are all heart and hand with him. I Test was made Dec. 17, 1908, with 
three streams on one ^^Γαη1ί'.1οη^ι,β I house recently purchased by Jailer wu- 
Ibur Ii. Farrar, which is a two-story I dwelling house, and the water does not 
show the hight of the eaves. That is 
actual water test. Perhaps that is all 
satisfactory to Mr. Bowler at Bethel, but 
Jit does not suit our taxpayers. The 
J same results are found in other parts of I our village. I Now please do not claim you have I amply met the ueeds of South Paris, 
1 because you are laboring under a fond I delusion. Please allow South Paris peo- 
I pie to know their own wants of fire pro- 
protection and purity of drinking water. 
Charles W. Bowkkr, 
J Chief of the South Paris Fire Depart- 
j ment. 
John's Letter. 
Not translated but transplanted is the 
condition in which we And ourself at the 
present time, and we know of no reason 
why we may not flourish like the green 
bay tree, as tbe soil is congenial. When 
we were all sole alone a resort to tbe 
pen or pencil seemed to be a necessity. 
It is not so now, and we think it would 
be well to give you and yours long 
breathing spells between whiles. 
(Don't, John! You may not be in dobt 
to the world, but the world needs all it 
can get of that sunny philosophy of 
yours—we mean faith, not philosophy— 
even if it could get along without the 
sparkle with which it is served up.—Ei>.) 
Yesterday H. D. and 1 called on Ur. 
and Mrs. Cushman, and it gave me a 
little bit of a shock to see in her the 
ravages of time and diseaee. Our 
thoughts dew back to that far away 
June morning when with evident trepi- 
dation and a voice that trembled, she 
took up her cross and opened her school 
with a few words of prayer which set 
her on a pedestal in the heart of her 
largest boy. And the fact came out 
vividly that we all do fade as a leaf. 
The flower fadeth and the grass witber- 
eth. However, though the outer man 
perishetb, if the inner man bo renewed 
day by day, nothing matters much. 
"Our visions are baseless, our hopes but a (fleam, 
<Jur staff but a rood, and our life but a dream. 
Then, Oh Let us look—let our proipecte allure- 
To seenee that can fade not, to realms that cu- 
lture, 
To glories, to blessings that triumph sublime 
O'er the Mlghttngs of change and the ruine of 
time." 
They are to spend the winter in Ohio 
where tbe first years of their married 
life were spent, he to undergo an opera- 
tion, the nature of which we do not 
know. 
East Hebron Grange will celebrate its 
anniversary Jan. 9th, at which time will 
be burned the written evidence of past 
indebtedness. Some claim that debt is a 
blessing. We never felt it to be bo. We 
greatly prefer to be blessed in some 
other way. Swimming under water has 
its disadvantages, even though we may 
come up to blow now and then. Don't 
dive, lest you get stuck in tbe mud. 
Pay as you go, or go without, if it be a 
possible thing. That is the advice of 
your uncle. 
John. 
Here and There. 
I 
, Fame and accuracy of statement di- 
minish as the square of tbe distance. A 
, friend sends the Democrat a clipping 
I from a Los Angeles paper making refer- 
ence to Holman F. Day of Aubnrn, New 
York, anthor of a novel entitled "King 
Spruce." 
President Hadley of Yale ie evideutly 
not making a bid for popularity among 
hi· students when he makes the state- 
ment that tbe athletic end of education 
is getting an undue proportion of promi- 
nenco, and that the nation needs scholars 
more than it needs athletes. 
3 Maine customs officials in tbe eastern 
; part of the state bave been warned 
f against a smuggler who oannot be pun- 
a ished if caught—the ocean. The British 
r bark Shaw mut was wrecked off the east 
> coast recently, and laths from her cargo 
ι- have been coming ashore without pay- 
t ing duty. The officials will see that 
e they are not sold until the duty is paid. 
I Oxford Mill Strike Ended. 
ο The strike in tbe Oxford paper mill at 
I, Rumford, which has been on for some 
α weeks, bas been officially ended by vote 
ι. of the strikers. This ends fur tbe près- 
e ent the labor trouble· at Rumford, 
d which bave caused muoh loss to the 
ο ! town and its people in the past few 
I months. 
NOKWAY. 
David A. Jordan ia In Albany with bia 
brother for a time, until arrangement· 
are effected to provide a home in Nor- 
way. 
! Mr·. C. H. Adams, for some time suf- 
fering from tbe effects of an Injury to 
lier left hand which resulted in blood 
poisoning, is able to be about her house 
business again. 
Mr. and Mr·. E. A. Flemming of Marl- 
boro, Mass., have taken rooma at the 
Home house on lower Main Street for 
the winter. 
Miss Ruth Bean Is at work for W. L. 
Merrill in his studio, Deering Street, 
during the school vacation of two weeks. 
Charles P. Barnes, Esq., Is among his 
friends gathering together bis support 
for the position of assistant attorney 
general of the state. 
It is understood that the Golden Eagle 
annual ball will be the event of tbe win- 
ter. The members of the society are 
greatly interested in the matter and will 
spare no work in arranging the affair. 
The village stores were never more at- 
tractive at this season of the year than 
tbey are now. The many Christmas of- 
ferings were never better selected. No 
one need go away for Christmas gift·. 
The excellent sleighing affords those 
from out of town a most inviting trip to 
Norway. The best of all our traders all 
agree that the market is being improved 
by all who are unusually generous in 
their dealings. 
Tuesday evening the members of ttie 
Epworth League elected the following 
officers: 
FresMent—c. R. Ranger. 
let Vice-Pree.-Mre G.A.Allen. 
21 vice-Pres.—Fred Allen. 
31 Vice· Pree —Fave Stone. 
4th VicePre·.—Elizabeth Scrlbner. 
Sec.—Arthur B. Hart. 
Treae.—Ajciee Bennett. 
OrganUt—Hazel Bennett. 
Tho ladles of the Methodist church 
held their fair at the Ryersou building 
Wednesday afternoon. The decorations 
of the room were very pretty and there 
was a large lot of useful and beautiful 
articles for sale. Many attended and 
the affair was a success financially. 
Rev. Caroline E. Angell of Freeport 
was in town during the week with 
fr'capU J. Waldo Nash has offered five 
prizes, a deer's head, mounted fish, 
moose-foot inketand, a chipmunk mount- 
ed on birch bark, and a deer's foot ther- 
mometer, to be known as "The Nash of 
Maine Prizes," and to be shot for at the 
Boston Sportsman's Show Dec. 24. The 
match will be a re-entry match, 22 cali- 
ber, rifle, regulation Indoor distance. 
Teu shot strings and best three in five to 
C°The boys of No. 5 class at the Univers- 
alist Sabbath School have organized a 
young men's Bible class under the 
Baraca plan, with J. F. Dean as teacher. 
The officers are: 
Pre· — Ronello Blcknell. 
Vlce-Pree.—Francle Danforth. 
Sec.—W. Mayfonl Mann. 
Trca^.—Bert Hutchlns. 
Howard Lasselle started for Great 
Falls, Montana, Tuesday afternoon, to 
join his father who has an excellent po- 
sition at that place. 
Mrs Frank P. Stone is assisting in the 
store during the holiday season. 
V. W. Hills has been under tbe weatn- 
er with a severe cold. For some days 
he was unable to attend to business at 
the store. 
_ 
The new sign at the store managed by 
H. 0. Stimson, corner Main and Bridge 
Streets, is "Cash meat market." 
On Saturday evening, Jan. 2d, tne 
Tufts College Music Club will give an 
entertainment at the Opera House for 
the benefit of the Norway High School 
graduating class. It will be a great 
evening for music loving people. 
Robert J. Walker of Fairhaven, Mass., 
was in town the first of the week. 
Rev. C. A. Brooks was at South Wood- 
stock the last of the week where he at- 
tended the funeral of J°eePh J· gav£· J. R. Trask of Dlxfield and W. P. 
Perkins of Cornish were in town the first 
of the week. They attended Probate 
Court on Tuesday. 
Oxford Lodge, No. 18, F. and Α. M 
will hold the annual Ladies Night some 
time during the winter, the date to be 
decided by the three first officers. 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Stearns enter- 
tained a party, consisting of Mr. and 
Mrs. H.J. Bangs, Mr. »nd Mr"; JL·.V Barnes. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. bJ"ePard' 
Dr and Mrs. H. L. Bartlett, and Dr. and 
Mrs. Frank N. Barker at eupper and 
W 
Minnie Austin, from the firm of Bro- 
man Gelon & Co. of Bostop, has been at 
the store of C. F. Ridlon during the 
W 
Jack Gibson, son of Frank Gibson, of 
Visalia, Cal., is visiting hi· uncle, H. E. 
^Herbert Iloemer brought home from 
his West Bethel hunting trip a fine deer. 
Teams have been at work on the ice 
near the pumping station, and at Nor- 
way Lake, clearing away the snow from 
the ice, which will be harvested as soon 
as it is thick enough. 
Geo. A. Cole, Dr. Fred E. Drake, Her- 
bert F. Andrews, Frank E. Mann, Frank 
Kimball, John Walker. F. W. s^or"' Arthur Hebbard, S. J. Record and R. 
M Ilutchins attended the annual meet- 
ing of Kora Temple at Lewiston Friday 
evening. a 
Born. 
In South Paris, Dcc. 16, to the wife of Efnest 
P. Clason, λ daughter. 
1 
In South Parts, Doc. 20, to the wife of C. W. 
liurgess, a son, Leon Wallace. 
In Parle, Dec. 19, to the wife of Walter T. 
Knightly, a daughter. 
In Paris, Dec. 10, to the wife of Oliver E. 
Lawrence, a daughter, Thelma E. 
In Mansfield, Mass., Dec. 17. to the wife of 
Perler Κ. Ryerson, a eon, (weight 10 pounds). 
In Norway, Dec. 9, to the wife of William M. 
Noble, a daughter. 
Married. 
In East Sumner, Dec. 13, by Rev. S. C. Eaton, 
Mr. Moses Young and Mrs. llattleT. Young. 
In Frecport, Dec. 12, by Rev. C. E. Angelf, Mr. 
Charles Carroll and Miss Nina Wllhelmlne 
Keyes, both of Norway. 
In Andover, Dec. 14, by C. A. Andrews, Esq 
Mr. Frank S. Learned and Miss Etta E. Thurlow, 
both of Andover. 
Died. 
In Dlckvale, Dec. 11, Mrs. Almon J. Farrar, I 
aged 68 years. 
lfrSoniervllle, Mass., Dec. 16, Mrs. Nellie M. 
Rlcker, formerly of Hartford, aged 62 years. 
In South Waterford, Dec. 10, Laforest Del- 
mont, son of Charles and Linda Haskell, aged 
i yearn. 10 months. 
In Albany, Dec. II, Thomas O. Jordan, aged 
"«years. 9 months,26days. 
In Wilton, Dec. 13, Leroy S. Stowe, aged 54 
years. 
In Lcwlston, Dec. 12, Albert Orland Sargent, 
aged 33 years, 11 months. 
In Lewlstoo, Dec. 9, Clifton Churchill of Buck- 
Held, aged 3β years. 
In Rumford, Dec. 14, George Roberts, aged GO 
years. 
In Lewleton, Dec. 10, Mrs. Charles L. Mills of 
Rumford. 
In Rumford. Dec. 14, Mrs. Clarissa Chamber- 
lain. 
In Hartford, Dec. 16, Miss Ethel Stetson, aged 
19 years. 
In Rumford, Dcc. 15, John Campbell. 
Is a quantity of really good writing 
paper in an artistic "Christmassy" 
box that may be retained as a hand- 
kerchief or glove box when the paper 
has been used. There is no line of 
stationery so beautiful or so attract- 
ively boxed as that made by the 
Eaton, Crane & Pike Co. 
Come in and see our Christmas 
showing of these Goods. 
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., 
SOUTH PARIS, ME. 
Many a Man 
is a critic because he likes to be 
contrary. You can go contrary 
to the wishes of your friends 
and neighbors and sometimes 
get the best of them ; but go 
contrary to the dictates of na- 
ture and you always get the 
worst of it. 
If Nature Says Spectacles, 
then Spectacles it must be. 
Nature won't accept just Spec- 
tacles -though ; they must be 
right Spectacles. We can give 
the kind that nature demands. 
S. RICHARDS, 
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST, 
6 Pleasant St., South Pari·. Me. 
Collector's Notice of Sale of Lands 
of Non-Resident Owners. 
STATE OF ΜΑΙΜε. 
Unpaid taxes on lande situated In the town ol 
Upton, In the County of Oxford, for the year 
1908. 
The following llet of taxes on real estate ol 
non resident owners in the town of Upton, afore 
paid, for the year 1908, committed to me for col 
lectlun for said Town on the l'ith day of Augu-t, 
1908, remain unpaid; and notice lo hereby given 
that if said taxes w'th Interest and charges are 
not previously paid, so much of the real estate 
taxed ae Is sufficient and necessary to pay the 
amount due therefor, Including intercut and 
charges, will be sold at public auction at school 
house, In said town, on the first Monday in 
February, 1909, at nine o'clock a. m. 
1_ * « 
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\V. T. Elllngwood, the Alpheu» ItalKrd 
homestead, so-called, containing ino 
.vre·». more or less, valued at 
|β50 00, tax t 910 
Dr. Davl·, Forest Lodge lot on Kauld 
River, 1 acre, more or less, value 
xoo.oo, tax Q CO 
A. W. JUDKINS, Collector of Taxes 
of the town of Upton. 
Hat Pins 
Ι Real Kose Hat fins 
gj It does not seem possible, vet it is true, 
H that these Hilt Pins are made out of real 
Q live roses, changed entirely into metal Β by a secret process,preserving every de- 
1 lui 1 of the rose front which each pin is 
9 made. They can not break, and will last 
a forever. This discovery is without 
3 doubt one of the lost arts of the ancient 
It Egyptians. They are the most beautiful 
3 of all Hat Pins. No two are alike. Fin- 
Λ islied in five colors, to conform to the 
M prevailing fashions in milliner}'. Made 
n| in six sizes,from the smallest rose bud 
d to thefullblown flower These pins are 
3 made by the genuine "DFXAMOTHE" 
9 secret process, the only process by 
3 which an open rose can be perfectly 
9 metalized. Don't buy an inferior imita· 
I (ion. All genuine "DELAMOTHE 
Β Metalized Ileal Rose Hat Pins" have 
9 the name stamped on the pin. 
Ά Wo have the exclusive 
li eclc of "DEL AMOTHE" 
f* prr.duct3forthiscity. Sec 
p the exhibit in our win- 
·» (tow of this wondorful 
;X discovery· 
Prices $1.50, $2.00, $2 50, $3.00, $3.75, 
$4.50 each. Given away Free. Call and 
see our new stock of latest style, up-to- 
date Jewelry before buying your Christ- 
mas presents and get a beautiful Metal- 
ized Real Kose Hat Pin Free. Twenty 
years gold filled watches for $7.50. Both 
Ladies' and Gents' Watches, Fobs, Rings, 
Watch Chains and Cuff Links, Bracelets, 
Brooches, Stick Pins, Baby Pins, Neck 
Chains, Lockets and Mount Mica Gems 
set in Tiffany gold rings all ready to put 
on. Clocks, all styles, sizes and prices. 
You will find an expert watchmaker in 
our Jewelry Department. Bring your 
watch and clock repairing to A. C. Lord. 
Also Jewelry of any kind. We repair and 
make over any article in the Jewelry line. 
We sell the Parker Lucky Curve Foun- 
tain Pens. 
Dr. Parmemter gives his personal at- 
tention to Eye Troubles and fits Glasses 
for same. AH Glasses made to order. 
Latost styles in Frames and Mountings. 
Come here, Consult me. Open every 
evening. We are a little out of the way 
but it pave to walk. WE PRODUCE 
THE GOODS. 
DR. PARMENTER 
EYE SPECIALIST 
AND OPTICIAN, 
Norway, Maine. 
1'llOllATK NOTICE*. 
To till persons Interest*"! In cither of the (CstatCr 
hereinafter named : 
At α Probate Court, held at Paris, In ami 
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of 
Dec., In the year of our Lord one thousand 
nine hundred and eight. The following matter 
having been presented for the action thereupon 
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obuereu : 
That notice thereof be given to all persons In- 
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively In tho Ox- 
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South 
Paris, In said County, that they mar appear at a 
Probate Court to be held at said Paris on 
the third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1009, at 9 
of the clock In tho forenoon, and be heard there- 
on if they see cause. 
Ktlbon Perham, late of Woodstock, de- 
ceased; nil), codicils thereto and petition for 
probate thereof and the appointment of George 
W. Q. Pet-ham as admit lstrator with the will un- 
n -xed, presented by Goorge W. Q. Perham, son 
and heir. 
lllrain 91. Everett, late of Hebron, de- 
ceased; final account presented for allowance 
by It. J. Everett, executor. 
Darld Chamberlain, late of IIartford.de 
ceased ; first account presented for allowance by 
Ten Brocck W. Stetson, administrator. 
Jaraca P. Dalley, late of Can'on, deceas 
ed; first account presented for allowance by 
Mliford A. Walte, administrator. 
Charlea J. Cheney, late of Rumford, de- 
ceased; petition for an allowance out of per 
aonal estate presented by Emma J. Cheney, 
widow. 
Fred R. Barrett, late of Andover, deceas 
ed ; petition for an allowance out of persona 
estate presented by Lydla K. Barr· tt, widow. 
Mary P. Went worth, late of Brownfleld 
deceased; first account presented for alio wan c< 
by Arthur Merrill and William H. Wentworth 
executors. 
Ensene A. Barker, late of Rumford, de 
ceased; petition for an allowance out of per 
aonal property presented by Julia K. Barker 
widow. 
Arthur IV. Perkins, late of Rumford.de 
ceased; petition for order of distribution filed 
by frank C. Perkins, administrator. 
Almlra H. Xflnard, late of Paris, deceas 
ed; flnal account presented for allowance bj 
Royal A. Rich, executor. 
Charlotte E. Flaher, late of Oxford, de 
ceased ; first account presented for allowance bj 
Sarah W. Wellington, executrix. 
ADDI80N E. HBRR1CK, Judge of said Court 
A true eopy—Attest : 
ALBERT D. PARK, Reglater. 
Practical Christmas Gifts 
Half the pleasure in giving is to 
bestow something that will be 
appreciated. Can you think of 
a more acceptable gift than 
FOOTWEAR ? 
You will find Men's, Boys' and 
Youths'; Ladies', Misses' and 
Children's 
Shoes for All Kinds of Wear, 
Men's, Boys' and Youths' Slippers 50c to $1 50. 
Ladies' Slippers, all prices from 60c to $2.50. 
Men's, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Oalters. 
Overslioes for the WHOLE FAMILY. 
Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases 
ALSO 
Fur Robes, Wool Robes and Blankets. 
MY PRICES ARE REASONABLE. 
W. O. Frothingham, 
Christmas Hints. 
Handkerchiefs, 3c. to $2.50 
Perfumes in Fancy Boxes, 25c., 35c., 50c. 
Large Line of Neckwear, 25c. and 50c. 
Dolls, dressed and undressed, 10c. to $1.25 
Fancy Baskets and Boxes, 3c. to 50c. 
Pretty Line of China suited to the Holiday 
Trade. 
Fancy Belts, 25c., 50c., $1.00 
Sets Table Linen, $5.50 to $8.00 
Linen Damaskby the yard, 50c. to $1.50 
Napkins in all prices. 
Tray Cloths, Linen and Mercerized. 
Towels, 10c. to $1.25 
Blankets, 45c. to $7.50 
Remember our Coats and Suits are Marked 
Down. 
Call and see us. Yours sincerely, 
S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE, 
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE. 
UK W FREIN 
WHAT CAN BE REMEMBERED 
LONGER THAN A CHRISTMAS 
PRESENT OF A CHECKING 
ACCOUNT IN THE 
PARIS TRUST COMPANY 
HUSBANDS : 
Make your Wife a Present 
Make your Son a Present 
Make your Daughter a Present 
of a check account 
in the PARIS TRUST CO. 
You make the deposit and we will furnish 
them with a nice LEATHER COVERED 
DEPOSIT BOOK AND CHECK BOOK. 
PARIS TRUST COMPANY, 
Market Square. South Paris, Maine. Pythian Block. 
Holiday Goods 
... AT ... 
John Pierce's. 
A fine new line oi 
WATCHES, JEWELRY, CLOCKS, CUT GLASS, 
CHINA, PLATED AND STERLING 
SILVERWARE. 
All are cordially invited to come and look the stock over. 
First come, first served. Don't fail to notice the following 
lines which are the best ever. 
Cuff Pins and Collar Pins—All gradée and prices from 25c 
to $2 a pair. Don't fail to see the new Collar Pine with safety 
chain attachment. 
Brooches and Chatelaine Pins, fine gold filled. Prices 
from 75c to $2.50. 
Bracelets—All the different styles, $1.50 to $5. 
Lockets and Chains in great variety, prices varying according 
to quality. 
In making your selections don't forget the CROCKER FOUNTAIN 
PEN—no better pen made. Tou blow it to fill it. $2.50 to $6. 
South Paris, Maine. 
NOTICE. ; 
The subscriber hereby Rive* notice that she J 
has been duly appointed administratrix of the 
i °iWlFRANK Α. KENI8TON, late of Love», I 
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and fcfven 
t bond· as the law direct·. All person· having 
I demands against the estate of said deceased 
! are desired to present the same for settlement, 
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make 
1 
α. 
NOTICE. 
The subscriber hereby give· notice that hi 
tas rteen duly appointed executor of the lav 
rill and testament of 
PARIS E. ROGERS, late of Brownfleld. 
u the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and glvei 
londeaethe law direct·. All persona hartnf 
leminds against the estate of said deceased an 
leslred to present the same for settlement, am 
>11 Indebted thereto are reqneated to make pay 
nent Immediately. 
Dg:. 15th, 1906. FRANCIS A. FOX. 
;|ρ. A. SHURTLEFF & CO. F. A. SHUBTLBFF Φ 00. 
Only 4 Days to Christmas. 
Our Xmas sales have already been large, and we appreciate 
the patronage that has made them so. To those who have 
not yet selected their Xmas Gifts, we will siy that by reorder- 
ing of goods sold and thus keeping our stock as complete as 
possible, we still have a good assortment to select from. 
We have especially good values in Leather 
Ooods, Perfumes, Books, Work Baskets, Station- 
ery, Dolls, Toys, Games, Apollo Chocolates in 
Xmas Packages, Toilet Sets, Calendars, Book- 
lets, Bibles, Cards and Diaries. 
Come in and look around. You are always welcome 
AT THE PHARMACY O? 
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO., 
SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ. 
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO. F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO. 
Common Sense 
Christmas Gifts 
are the useful kind. At the present 
time people do not feel like wast- 
ing money. We predict this to be 
a season of giving USEFUL GIFTS. 
These are the gifts that are appre- 
ciated. 
Articles Found at Our Stores. 
LITTLE THINGS TO GIVE. 
Initial Handkerchiefs—Japonette, Cotton, Lawn, I.incn and Silk, 
5c, 10c, 15c, 10c, 25c, 50c. 
Neckwear—l-in-hands, Tecks, Bows, 15c, 25c, 50c. Xew colorings. 
Latest stylée. If you would like you will be presented with 
a pretty individual box to put it in. 
Fancy Armlets—Tastily boxed, 10c, 15c, 25c, 50c. 
Jewelry—Cuff Buttons, Stick I'ins, Studs. 
Mufflers and Mufflets —Prices from 25c to S 1.50. 
Umbrellas—with all sorts of handles. Men's 50c to si. Ladies' Um- 
brellas, 50c to $2. 
Gloves and Mittens—Dress or Work. Lined or I'nlined. Leather, 
Fur and Wool, 25c to fl. 
LARGE THINGS TO GIVE. 
Fur Caps—for Men $1.50, §2, £1, ?:) 50, *-1. Ladies' Caps, $1.90, *2 75, «I. 
Fur Coats—for Men. Several kinds, *10 up to $70. 
Fur Lined Coats—for Men. $50 to $00 buys a good one. 
Ladies' Fur Coats—We know we can give you the best trade. $22 
up to $50. 
HOUSE COATS and BATH ROBES. 
Do you want to expend ?4 to for his present? Has lie a House 
Coat or a Bath Kobe? We have House Coats at *4 50, *», >»t. 
Bath Robes—A very useful garment, splendid iu sickness, $4, $5, ?<! 50. 
SUITS, OVERCOATS, SWEATERS, UN- 
DERWEAR, HATS, CAPS for 
Man, Youth or Boy. 
Look Us Up When Shopping. 
Our stores beginning Dec. 21, will be open evenings until 
Christmas. South Paris store will be open Christmas Dav. 
F. H. NOYES CO. 
South Paris, ( 2 Stores ) Norway, j 
Christmas Suggestions. 
Our Dry Goods Department 
Has a thousand Handkerchiefs for 
Men, Women and Children. Also Nap- 
kins, Towels, Table Linen, Tray Cloths, 
Gloves, Mittens, Hose, Blankets and 
Q,uilts, Umbrellas. 
Our Crockery and 
China Department 
Never had so many good values. Din- 
ner Sets, Toilet Sets, Berry Sets, Ice 
Cream Sets, Melon Bowls, Moustache 
Cups, Mugs, Plates, Fruit Bowls, Pitch- 
ers. Δ fine Nickel Table Lamp $1.50, 
and many other useful articles. 
In Our Carpet Department 
You can find, Rugs of all sizes, Art 
Squares from 2x2 1-2 yds. at $5.75 to 
3x4 yds. at $30.00, in All Wool, Tap- 
estry, Velvet and Brussels, Hassocks, 
Sweepers, Mud Mats and other car- 
pet store sundries. Muslin and Lace 
Curtains, Portieres, &c., &c. 
N. Dayton Bolster & Go., 
an MARKET 8QUARU, 
•OUTS PARIS, MAIXXQ. 
Te the Horse aid Dairy Mes! 
I have the facilities for handling 
GRAIN 
cheaper than any other mill in town. 
Call and get my prices and convince 
your self. 
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy 
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock 
Feed. I call your attention to these 
two feeds as they have stood the test 
and cannot be surpassed. 
I have a car of Cotton Seed Meal 
that is odd weight, to am making 
the price low to cut it ofl. 
Be sure and get my prices on 
Hay before buying. 
A. G. Maxim, 
Two Mille. { South Paris· 
We have now on hand a supply of 
FRESH MEATS 
at reasonable prices. All orders will 
be promptly attended to. 
Try some of our CorMed Oeef | 
and Home Cured Ham. It 
can not be beat for flavor. Let us 
cure and smoke your hams. 
Penley & Plummer, 
Opp. Grand Trunk Depot. 
NOTICE. 
My daughter, Llllle Louise Sumner, having 
left my bed and board wlthouth a just cause, 
1 «ball pay no more bills of her contracting, an·! 
•ball claim none of her wagee. after this date. 
ROGERS C. SUMSKR. 
Greene. Maine, (R. F. D.) Not. SO, 19ϋβ. 
50 52. 
NOTICE. 
In tbe District Court of the Unite·! State* for the 
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy. 
In tbe matter of ) 
JOS. BOIV1N, J In Bankruptcy 
of Romford. Bankrupt. ) 
To the creditors of Joe. Bolvln, in the 
County of Oxfonl ami district aforesaid : 
Notice Is hereby given that on the 23rd day of 
May, A. D. 1W, the said Jo·. Bolvln was 
dnly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the tkr»t 
meeting of his creditors will be held at the 
office of the Referee, No. S Market Square, South 
Paris, on tbe 30th day of l>ec.. A. D. 19Uti, at 
10 o'clock In tbe forenoon, at which Ume the 
■Aid creditor» may attend, prove their claim* 
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and 
transact such other business as may properly 
come before said meeting. 
South Harts, Dec. li. 1908. 
WALTKR L. GRAY, 
Referee in Bankruptcy. 
NOTICE. 
ng of her creditor* will he held at the 
of tbe Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South 
on the 30th day of December. A. D. 1908, at 
In the District Court of tbe United States for 
tbe District of Maine. In Bankruptcy. 
In tbe matter of ) 
LAURA M. La ROC H K, < In Bankruptcy. 
of Rumford, Bankrupt. ) 
To tbe creditor· of Laura M LaRnche, In tbe 
County of Oxfonl and district aforesaid : 
Notice Is hereby given that on tbe 14th day of 
Nov., A. D. 1**, the said Laura M. La Roche was 
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst 
b emitters b
office 
Parts, 
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which Ume the 
Mid creditor* may attend, prove tbelr claims, 
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, ami 
transact such other business as uiay properly 
come before said meeUng. 
South Paris, Dec. 3, 19&. 
WALTKR L. GRAY. 
Referee In Bankruptcy. 
PARKER'S 
HAIR BALSAM 
CImtjm* and tw.uiiej the hair. 
PrmuoCot a luxuriant growth. 
Never Tails to Kcst&re Gr*y 
Hair to its Youtlful Color. 
Cun* acalp iliieaar* a hair ♦» ■£ 
RKLIBF FROM 
CONSTIPATION 
STOMACH 
TROUBLES 
SICK HEADACHE 
Medway, Me., Aug. 4, 1906. 
"I have received great benefit from 
the true 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters and 
:onsider them excellent for stomach 
troubles, constipation and sick 'head- 
àche." Yours truly, Β. I. Weymouth. 
You can always depend on "L. F." 
Atwood's Bitters for speedy relief from 
many forms of sickness. This wonder- 
ful remedy mingles with the contents of 
the Jtomach and digestive organs 
arouses the liver, and cleanses 'he bow- 
els. Sold by your dealer, 35c. 
A new Lot 
of Plumbing Goods. The best of 
oak woodwork for closets. No old 
goods. Call and see this line. Job- 
bing promptly attended to. No 
charge for team. 
L·. M. Longley, 
Norway, Maine. 
15 ve">rs expert Watch- 
maker with Bigelow 
Kennard it Co Boston. 
All Work 
Guaranteed. 
A litMe out of the way 
but it pays to walk. 
GEJIS, WATCHES. CLOCKS 
AND JEWELRY. 
With Pr. Panne η ter, Norway, Maine. 
NOTICE. 
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she 
lie t«co iluly appointed executrix of the last 
will and testament of 
EUUENE A. BARKER, late of Rumford, 
m the County of Oxford, deceased, and given 
tonds a* the law directe. All penons having 
lemands against the estate of «aid deceased 
tre desired to present the same for settle- 
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to 
make «avaient immediately 
Dec. 1st, 1908. JULIA K. BARKER. 
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of 
Lands of Non-Resident Owners. 
STATE or MAINE. 
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of 
Paris, lu the County of Oxford, for the year 
im 
The following list of taxes on real estate of non- 
resldeut owners In the town of Paris, aforesaid, 
for the year 1908, committed to me for collection 
for said town ou the 5th day of June, 1908, re- 
main unpaid; aud notice Is hereby given that If 
ttild taxe*, with Interest and charges are not pre 
vlously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is 
sufficient and necessary to pay the amount due 
therefor, including interest and chArgv:», will be 
u>ld without further notice at pubUc auction at 
Sew Hall, South Paris, In said town, on the tlrst 
Monday in February, ΗΌ9, at nine ο clock A. M. 
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l>avl«, Kll/a, MeA Ulster land,-... 9 7.13 
llowe. Henry, Heirs of, or owner unknown, 
Powder mill lot, 5.28 
Hammond, 1>. S.. Heirs of, homestead. 
North Paris 9.*) 
McArdle, Win. C., Stand and land west of 
Paris Mfg. Co 19 15 
A. H. JACKSON. 
Collector of Taxes of the 
Town of Parle. 
Dec 11th, 19U8. :*>-52 
The Puzzler 
Ν». 336—Char ad·. 
Mr first a tiny substance la that datacea 
In tha a un. 
To keep It from tha furniture keepa 
housemaids on the run. 
And with my aacond every day 
They atrlve to keep mi' first away. 
My whole In every house la seen 
And helpa to keep things neat and clean. 
No. 337.—Beheading· and Curtailment· 
Triply behead and curtail and change 
a forerunner Into a chest, offended Into 
an entreaty, a flowing together Into 
part of a chimney, a taking hold Into 
birds, to discourage Into to attend, to 
represent Into a child, gratification Into 
position, Inharmonious Into a email 
rope, just share Into a harbor, dealt 
out Into an lnclosure. Introductory Into 
gross, terrifying Into a month, a flow- 
er Into not any, fine Into sick, theat- 
rical Into three united, a kind of gov- 
ernment Into a sailor, doing again Into 
to consume, restoring into ventilate, 
paying into a beam.—Youth's Compan- 
ion. 
No. 338.—Numerical Enigma. 
Composed of 16 letters. 
The 1, 7, 14, 9 Is a company. 
The 3, 12, 8, 11 is a girl's name. 
The 10, 15, 4, 13 is a number. 
The 16, 2, 5, 6 Is an examination. 
The whole is good advice from 
Shakespeare. 
No. 339.—Charade. 
My first when seen about the houae 
Is known by all, from man to mouse. 
My second Is printed In every book 
Over and over wherever you look. 
My third when grown to large estate 
We like to see In the open grate. 
In public libraries my whole you aee 
And choose your books according to me. 
No. 340.—Broken Words. 
In raoh sentence fill the first two 
blanks with two words which, Joined 
together, will form a word to fill the 
remaining blank. 
1. Do you buy paper — — or 
reams? — one schoolgirl of another. 
2 Puritans do not regard it 
as you free — men might. 
3. ITe built when tn and 
lived like the natives themselves. 
4. The put «round her head 
was made of a — haudkerchlef. 
No. 341.—Fox and Geese Puzzle. 
Moving in turn, tirst a fox, then a 
goose, ctc, from one circle lo another, 
lu how mauv moves can their positions 
be reversed so that the foxes shall oc- 
cupy 5 and 0 and the geese 3 and 4Î— 
Washington Star. 
No. 342.—Split Words. 
Example: Split part of a ship and to 
fly and make u heavenly body. An- 
swer: Ma-st, so-ar, star. 
1. Split a pain and to mix aud make 
one who Inherits. 2. Split to whirl and 
α great quantity aud make a measure 
of length. 3. Split a blemish and a 
small insect aud make surface. 4. Split 
a state and a search and make to de- 
sire. 5. Split to burn and amongst and 
leave dry. 6. Split a feminine name 
and cripplcd and make to subdue. 7. 
Split a pain and genuine aud make to 
cure. 8. Split to burn and a dull color 
and make a native of Arabia. 
The Initials of the new words will 
spell a famous poem.—St. Nicholas. 
No. 343.—Hidden State·. 
M I 0 
R Ν Η Κι 
W 0 R 
υ I 
Η A W 0 
The letters in the Inclosed squares 
will form the uuiiies of eight of the 
United States. Move up, down, right, 
left and slanting and see whether you 
can find them. You may use the same 
letter several times, but you must not 
skip. 
A Poeer. 
What heavenly thins anil what 
earthly thing does a rainy day most 
affect? The sun and your shoee, for it 
takes the shine away from both. 
Key to the Puzzler. 
No. 332.—Peculiarities: Re-act-ed. 
No. 333.—Rebus Rhyme: There was 
an ohl woman who lived In a shoe. 
She had so many children she did not 
know what to do. 
No. 334. — Hidden Dress Goods: 1. 
Calico. 2. Gingham. 3. Cotton. 4. 
Linen. 5. Serge. 0 Merino. 7. Silk, 
Κ Satin. 9. Muslin. 
No. 335.—Diagonals and Acrostic: 1. 
Mamma. 2. Happy. 3. Carol. 4. 
Discs. 5. Leech, β. Naiad. 7. Birch. 
8. Desks. U. Shows. From 1 to 2, 
Murch; from 2 to 3. hares; from 4 to 6, 
April; from 6 to 6, larks; from 7 to 8. 
primroses. 
MRS. McRANEY'S EXPERIENCE. 
Mrs. M. McKaoey, Prentiu, Mils., 
«rites: "I was confined to my bed for 
three months with kidney and bladder 
trouble, and was treated by two physi- 
cians but failed to get relief. No human 
tongue can tell how I suffered, and I had 
given up hope of ever getting well until 
I began taking Foley's Kidney Remedy. 
After taking two bottles I felt like a new 
person, and feel it my duty to tell suffer- 
ing women what Foley's Kidney Remedy 
did for me." F. A. Shurtleff à Co. 
"Bluffington is suffering with rheuma- 
tism, I hear." 
"No, he isn't suffering. He's got's it, 
but he's quite proud and happy. His 
doctor calls it 'gout1 " 
The U. S. Government in its ''Pure 
Food Law" does not "endorse" or 
"guarantee" any preparation, as some 
manufacturers in their advertisement· 
would make it appear. In the case of 
medicines the law provides that certain 
drugs shall be mentioned on the labels, 
if they are ingredients of the prepara- 
tions. Ely's Cream Balm, the well- 
known family remedy for cold in the 
head, hay fever and nasal catarrh, doesn't 
contain a single injurious drug, so the 
makers have simply to print the fact 
that it compiles fully with all the re- 
quirements of the law. 
Frightened Fawn—Oh, ma, here come 
some amateur hunters! 
Experienced Deer—Don't be scared, 
a pet. Keep 
still and they will mis· 
e us for human beings. 
GUILTY OF COUNTERFEITING. 
Passing counterfeit money is no worse 
than substituting some unknown worth- 
less remedy for Foley's Honey and Tar, 
the great cough and cold remedv, for 
that cur·· the most obstinate ooughs and 
heals the lungs. F. ▲. Shurtleff & Oo. 
SPECIAL LOT OF 
Ribbons 
FOE CHRISTMAS 
At a Special Low Price 
Furs. 
Suggestion, give her a fur 
piece of some kind. Our prices 
will give you no cause for re- 
gret 
ISABELLA FOX SHAWL COLLARS, 
very large, soft and thick, finished 
with tails, $16 50, 15.00, 12 50, 10.00 
Muffs to match, $12.50,10.00,8.50, 6.50 
OPPOSUM SHAWL COLLARS, choioe 
quality, very durable, finished with 
tails, some trimmed with animal heads, 
$4 50,5.98. Maffs to match, $8.88,4.98 
THROW SCARFS of Fox finished with 
tails, very long, $7.50, 9.00; Squirrel, 
finest quality obtainable, $3.98, 7 50, 
9 00. Muffs to match, $9.00. Opos- 
sum, some lined with figured satin, 
pointed ends, $2.98, 3 98,4.98; blended 
Muskrat, very eoft and fine, 
$5.50, 8.00, 9.00 
RUG MUFFS, fashion's latest, mado of 
selected Fox, linod with finest quality 
shirred silk, $13 50; Oposum with 
pretty lining, $4 98 
FUR CAPS in many styles and qualities, 
$1.98, 3.98, 4.50, 4 98. 
CHILDREN'S FUR SET8, large assort- 
ment to choose from. 
Shirt Waists. 
Those who are contemplat- 
ing the purchase of a shirt 
waist for Xmas gift will find 
the greatest assortment at 
Smiley's. 
FIGURED COTTON WAISTS, front 
trimmed with one-half inch tuck», 
wide tucks in back, long sleeves, but- 
ton front, laundered collar; Madras 
waist, white trimmed with tucks front 
and back, choice of these waists 
only 08c. 
WHITE LAWN WAIST, entire front of 
handsome embroidery, baby tucks and 
hemstitching, tncked collar and cuffs 
only 11.49 
DONT WAIT 
UNTIL THE 
LAST MINUTE 
ALL WOOL NUN'S VEILING in nearly 
all plain colors, front and back trim- 
med with large and small tucks, but- 
ton either front or back, washable, 
only $1.96 
BATISTE WAISTS, entire front elabo- 
rately trimmed with Val. and Venice 
lace and tucks, lace insertion across 
sboulders finished with tucke, two 
rows insertion in length sleeve, fancy 
collars and cuffs of lace, only $2 98 
CHIFFON TAFFETA SILK, trimmed 
with 10 clusters of β tucks each with 
one-half inch tucks between each 
cluster, clusters of tucks in back, 
nearly all shades, 18.98 
MESSALINE SILK in light blue and 
pink, front has three inch filet inser- 
tion trimmed with Val. lace extending 
entire length with 27 pin tucks on 
each side forming yoke, very stylish 
eleeves and collar lace trimmed, 
only $4.98 
THE POPULAR DRY GOODS STORE. 
WHAT TO GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS. 
K*m«s ai 
cwt to ·"·* 
ERE is a page full 
of useful things 
that will help 
you. The sugges- 
tions on this page are 
the fruits of this store's long experience in handling 
the Christmas Gift Question. From the hundreds of 
gift possibilities in our stocks we have endeavored to 
make selections that will be above all others practical. 
It is not a question of how to spend, but what kind of a gift will bestow 
the greatest pleasure to the recipient. Therefore by all means buy a use- 
ful one. No one is better able to supply you with such gifts as this store, 
and people have been coming here for many years, because they found 
the largest assortment to choose from in Oxford County. 
Wrappers and 
Petticoats. 
No woman will refuse one of 
these articles, because they 
are the "Domestic make" 
wrapper and "Kingston make" 
petticoat 
WRAPPERS in light and dark shade· 
of blue and grej with figure· and 
stripes, some trimmed with bias bands, 
made in Print and Flannelette, SI.00 
WRAPPERS, greys and blues of Percale 
and Flannelette, pretty patterns in fig- 
ures and stripes, trimmed with bias 
bands, deep flounce, only $1.25 
WRAPPERS in colore that will please, 
extra heavy, trimmed with pleats, 
very full, belt giving shirt waist effect, 
deep flounce, 11.50 
SHIRT WAIST SUITS, in light and 
dark shades of Print, Percale and 
Gingham, some trimmed with tucks 
and band·, .... 11.25,1.75, 2.50 
PETTICOATS, black sateen with 13 
inch flounce with tucks and a six inch 
shirred ruffle, and dust ruffle only 98c. 
Many others in flner qualities with 
deep flounces of tucks and hemstitch- 
ing «1.25, 1.50, 1.08, 2.98 
SATEEN PETTICOATS, fine quality, 
extra full, 17 inch flounce with six inch 
ruffle, special for Xmas, 11.98. Don't 
fail to see this one. 
WOOL MOREEN, the kind that wears 
•o long, the cheapest in the end, |3.98; 
Cotton Moreen, $1.98; Silk Moreen, 
$2 98 
TAFFETA SILK SKIRTS, 
$4.98, 5.98, 7.50 
HEATHERBLOOM PETTICOATS, 
$1.98, 2.98 
Blankets 
are nice gifts. Any house- 
keeper would be glad to re- 
ceive a pair of good blankets 
for Xmas. Here are some 
excellent bargains. 
ONE LOT, 10-4 in plain white, grey and 
white with fancy border, 59c pair 
ONE LOT, special for Xmas, very large 
and heavy, grey only, 75c pair 
BLANKETS, 11-4, white and grey with 
border, 89c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.98 
WOOL BLANKETS, 114, grey or white, 
$3 98, 3.50, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50, 6.00 
PUFFS or COMFORTERS with pretty 
figured covering, good size $1.00; 
large sizes $1.50,2.25 
SPREADS, pretty design, plain or fringe, 
75c, 87c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 1.98, 
2.50, 2.98, 3 50. 
Linens. 
Our linens are exclusively 
new and beautiful in designs 
a.nd finish. There is nothing 
more useful. 
TABLE DAMASK, floe linen, large 
assortment of designs, including snow 
drop, fancy scroll, sweet pea with bow- 
knot and many others equally as pret- 
ty, 70 inches wide, only 91.00. Nap- 
kins to match, medium and large sizes, 
«2.50, 2.75, 2.98, 3.98. 
TABLE DAMASK, good quality linen, 
large assortment of patterns, 64 to 72 
inches wide, 871c, 75c, 69c, 50c 
NAPKINS, pretty patterns, large and 
small sizes, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.50, 
3.98, 4.50. 
TRAT CLOTHS, 18x27, fancy patterns 
with hemstitching, 25c; fancy drawn 
work, hemstitched, 37fc; fine linen, 
pretty designs, 19x29, 50c; rose bud 
and lily patterns, fine and pretty, 
20x30, 75c and 98c 
TEA or LUNCHEON CLOTHS, pretty 
patterns, 32 inch, 75c; 30 inch, fine 
linen, 98c, $1.50; extra large and fine 
quality, $1.98,2.25,2.50,3 00 
TOWELS, Damask, fringed, plain and 
fancy border, some hemstitched, 
only 12}c, 15c 
TOWELS, in Damask and Huck, pretty 
patterns, good size, 25c, 29c 
TOWELS, in large sizes, fine linen, pret- 
ty patterns, 50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 
TABLE COVERS and PILLOW SH A MS, 
fancy embroidery 29 Inch square, hem- 
stitched, some eecalloped edge, only 
25c. Dreaser scarfs to match, 25c 
TABLE COVERS and PILLOW SHAMS 
of Union linen, fancy drawn work, 
hemstitched, 50c; scarf to match, 50c; 
fancy Mexican work in covers and 
shams, 87c 
DOILIES, fine linen, 17 inch, fancy Mux- 
lean work, hemstitched, hand work, 
▼ery pretty, 62c; 18 Inch fancy drawn 
work and hemstitching, buttonhole 
stitohed edge, 50c; 12 inch 25c 
SET OF DOILIES, fine linen, includes 
six six inch, six nine inch and one 23 
inch with buttonhole sticthed edge, 
$2.75 per set 
Dress Skirts. 
Any woman will be pleased 
with a new skirt. Why not 
get her one. 
SKIRTS, invineiblo check, in blue, black 
and brown, new flare cat with four 
•titohod bands of self material on each 
aide near bottom, only ... #3 1)8 
PANAMA SKIRTS, blue and black, full 
flare, button entire length of side, 
wide fold around bottom of self mate- 
rial, very stylish, $4 08 
WORSTED SKIRTS in grey only, fine 
quality, 13 gored full pleated, extra 
good for $5.08 
PANAMA SKIRTS, blue and black, θ 
gored pleated with two two inch folds 
and three one-half inch bands of silk 
around bottom, very pretty 15.08 
CHIFFON PANAMA SKIRTS, full 
pleated with three silk folds around 
bottom, ailk bands diagonally on both 
sides, with buttons, a bargain at 97.50 
Umbrellas and 
Leather Goods. 
What is more useful than 
one of these articles. It will 
pay you to look these over. 
UMBRELLAS in a wide range of select· 
ed handles and in many qualities, in- 
cluding silk, silk and linen, serges, 
from ...·... 50c to 95 08 
POCKET BOOKS, in many styles, 
25c, 50c, «1.00 
ENVELOPE or POCKET BOOK BAGS, 
1 
with hand strap, in light and dark tan, 
black and fancy shades, 
50c, 75c, 98c, II 50 
HAND BAGS, up-to-date, fancy shapes 
embossed, some with fitting. 
25c, 50c, 08c, $1.50, 2.50, 2.0S 
POUCH BAGS, fine quality leather, 
25c, 50c, 81.00, 1.25 
Aprons. 
You will make 110 mistake 
in buying one of these useful 
articles, large assortment to 
select from. 
APRONS of muslin with hemstitching 
and bamburg ruffle, some with inser- 
tion, others with tucks with deep hem- 
stitched ruffle, 25c 
BRETELLE APRONS of good muslin, 
hemxtitched ties and hem, 25c 
WAITRESSES' APRONS, very large, 
with pocket, 25c; fine quality, 50c 
APRONS, âne lawn with eight inch fan- 
cy embroidered ruffle with tucks, 
hemstitched pocket and ties, others 
with fancy insertion and hemstitched 
tucks, 50c 
APRONS, fine Persian lawn with eight 
inch embroidered ruffle, headed by 
tucks, fancy pocket, 87c 
ΓΕΑ or CHAFING DISI1 AI'RONS of j 
dotted Swiss muslin, (inequality, with 
fancy embroiderod ruffle; aprons of 
fine India lawn, wide embroidered 
ruffle, fancy pocket, .... 50c ; 
ΓΕΑ APRONS of good muelin, hem- 
stitched ruffle, with pocket, 19c; of 
dotted muslin, 25c 
Novelties. 
Never before have we 
shown so large an assortment 
of these'goods. At this coun- 
ter you will be able to find 
many practical gifts for a little 
money. 
PIN CUSHIONS, many shapes and 
kinds, some trimmed with lace and 
ribbon, 10c, 15c, 25c, 50c, 98c, $1.25 
BAT PIN HOLDERS, several styles, 25c 
STRAW WORK BASKETS, fancy 
shaped, 25c 
HANDKERCHIEF, GLOVE and NECK- 
TIE BOXES 25c, 50c, $1.25, 1.50 
WRITING PAPER in fancy Christmas 
boxes, 25c, 50c 
HOSESUPPORTERS in holly boxes, 50c 
FANCY WORK BASKETS, finished 
with ribbon, 98c 
JOFA PILLOW TOPS in all the latest 
kinds, 25c, 50c 
JEWEL POCKETS, fancy embroidered, 
lace trimmed, lined with chamois, 50c 
LAUNDRY BAGS, soveral kinds, 
25c, 50c 
SAT PINS, large assortment, 10c, 25c 
UROOCn PINS, set with brilliants, 25c, 
50c; collar pins 10c, 25c 
JOMBS, back combs, 25c, 50c, $1.00; 
sets 50c, $1 00 
Coats and Suits 
MARKED DOWN. 
Some member of the family may need a garment, and 
there's no better time to get it than now. It is one of the best 
Km as gifts you can find. This department is filled with 
choice goods, attractive in every way. The assortment is 
still large. 
Norway, Maine. 
Hosiery. Underwear 
The beet yet for a Christmas 
present This department 
holds goods that make for ue 
permanent customers. The 
quality of yarns used, the fast 
colors and perfect fit combined 
assures satisfaction. The 
prices range in such a way 
that a little money will go a 
long way. 
Gloves, Belts and 
Neckwear. 
What more appropriate gift 
could you make a woman than 
one of these. 
LONG KID GLOVES in black and tau, 
1*2 button length, $2.25, 2.75; ltl but- 
ton, 13.00; bent «elected stock are put 
into these. 
TWO CLASP in light and dark shade·, 
tan, grey and black, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 
GLOVES, Suede, Due and CasLmerette, 
in nearly all shades, 50c; Rlectra 
Fleece, 25c 
GOLF GLOVES in all shades, very 
warm, 25c and 50c. Mittens 15c, 25c 
NECKWEAR, fancy chiffon and ribbon 
with bow on side, with wide ruching, 
in Christmas boxes, very easy to send 
away; same of laco and fancy braid 
with four-in-band tie 50c 
NECKWEAR, embroidered silk with 
graduate ruchings aod fancy lace, 25o. 
Over 250 to select from. 
BELTS, the elastic, which is so stylish, 
in blue, brown and black, in fancy 
holly boxes, 25c, 50c 
BELTS of tucked satin in blue, brown 
and black with fancy buckle in Kilt 
or oxidized 50c 
FANCY PERSIAN BELTS in all colore 
with fancy buckles In pretty holly 
boxes, 50c 
Handkerchiefs 
are by all means the one thing 
more generally given as Xmas 
offerings than any other single 
object The lavishness of our 
handkerchief display with its 
nice quality goods numbering 
into the thousands, leave no 
room to doubt that we have 
anticipated your desire. 
HANDKERCHIEFS, pure lineo, Irish 
band embroidered, embroidered lawn 
with escalloped edges, Irish Sham- 
rock, embroidered linen in colors, 
Emerald lawn, hemstitched and em- 
broidery in checks, and shadow 
embroidery, only 25c; Huer qualities 
37c, 39c, 42c, 50c 
HANDKERCHIEFS, fancy hemstitched, 
lace edged, Belfast plaids and fancy 
embroidery, 5c, 10c, 12|c, 15c, 2."»c 
LINEN HANDKERCHIEF with wide 
and narrow hem, 7c, 10c, 12^c, 15c, 25c 
MEN'S HANDKERCHIEF, linen, 12*c, 
15c, 25c, 42c; Ladies' and Gents' in- 
itial handkerchief, 12Jc, 15c, 25c 
HANDKERCHIEFS for the CHILDREN 
in pretty box, 10c and 15c boxes 
Store open every evening from Monday, Dec. 21st, until Dec. 24th, inclusive. Closed all day Dec. 25th. 
HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN. 
Correspondence on topics of Interest to the Iftdlee 
la Bollctted. Address : Editor Ho* emakkrs' 
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parle, He. 
Beds and Bed Making. 
In health many of ue spend a third of 
our time actually in bed, and in siokness 
■ouch more, so it is of the greatest im- 
portance that the bed and everything 
connected with it should be thoroughly 
ventilated. 
From the point of view of health it is 
a matter of indifference whether the bed- 
stead be of wood or iron, but the most 
comfortable and at the same time 
healthy are those fitted with chain-spring 
mattresses. These mattresses may be 
bought separately and fitted to any bed- 
stead. » 
Ii is quite a mistake to think that a 
very hard bed ia the moat healthful. It 
will not bring repose, and in these rapid, 
modern times the greatest amount of 
real repose In the shortest space of time 
is what we must aim for. 
À bed that will yield and yet will al- 
low of free ventilation is most to be de- 
sired. The spring or wire mattress, 
with a good hair mattress on top of it, 
most nearly fulfils these requirements. 
Whether the pillows be hard or soft is 
a matter for Individual choice, but they 
should not be high, as that puts the body 
in an unnatural, strained position—bad 
for the spine and not conducive to rest. 
The less drapery there is about the bed 
the better; and if the bare ap- 
pearance is objected to, it is best to 
have side curtains merely, which can be 
pushed back at night and folded over the 
bed again when it has been well aired in 
the morning. "Under the bed" should 
never be made a storage place for boxes, 
etc. ; the air should have free access in 
and around it in every way. 
Strict cleanliness should also be 
observed. We ought to remember that 
the dust in our houses, and more espe- 
cially in our bedrooms, is not only earth- 
dust, soot, fraying of carpets, curtains, 
etc., but that there is a large admixture 
of animal matter, for oar outer cuticle is 
constantly peeling off and being renewed. 
The floor under the bed should never 
be covered with carpet, but should either 
be left plain and scrubbed occasionally 
or polished. 
Mattresses, pillows and bolsters should 
all be covered with outer slips of some 
washable material, which can be easily 
removed and washed from time to time. 
An excellent cook gives these sugges- 
tions for baking custard : Always set the 
cups or baking dish containing the cus- 
tard In a pan of hot water, when putting 
in the oven. Then do not open the oven 
door for twenty minutes. At the end of 
that time try the custard with a knife. 
If the blade comes out clean the custard 
Is done. Otherwise, let it remain a few 
minutes longer until the test is satisfac- 
tory. Always bake the custard in a 
moderate oven. It is said that when 
these hints are obeerved the oustard 
never separates and is never underdone. 
Hot chooolate served recently had 
marshmallows floating on the surface. 
The combination was pronounced deli· 
elous. 
A Tailor's Washing Hints. 
Washing boys1 or men's trousers see m h 
a difficult task, especially if they are nice 
ones and one wants them to keep tbeir 
good appearance after washing. À tail- 
or gives this way of doing the work, and 
the results are satisfactory : 
First wash thoroughly in warm (not 
hot) soapsuds, rubbing as little as possi- 
ble, but pressing between the hands. 
▲void rubbing soap on any parts, ex- 
cept the worst spots, and do that before 
they are put in the water. Rinse care- 
fully twice in cool water, not wringing 
them at all, but allowing them to drip. 
After the last rinsing, turn wrong side 
out and hang them out doors in a per- 
fectly shady place. Pin them to the 
line by the waistband, using pins enough 
so that they hang naturally, not sagging 
anywhere. 
Watch closely, and as fast as the water 
collects in the hems press it out with a 
cloth between both bands. 
Before they are quite dry, press care- 
fully with a hot iron on the wrong side, 
afterward turning them and creasing 
down the front of each leg. If the di- 
rections are followed they will look like 
new and no appreciable shrinkage will 
be seen. 
My washerwoman, instead of allowing 
them to drip, begins at the hem at the 
bottom of one leg, roll· it up, smoothing 
it as she goes to avoid wrinkles. As the 
cloth is rolled tigtitly and squeezed be- 
tween the hands the water is pressed 
out; when both legs have been rolled 
the body is treated in the same way. 
How to Oaln In Weight. 
For people who wish to gain flesh, an 
authority gives this regimen: 
"If possible, bave a cup of cocoa or 
chocolate before rising. For breakfast 
have eggs (poached or boiled), cutlets, 
chops or steak, a cup of coffee and some 
fruit; but do not neglect the eggs. 
"At dinner, have soup, meat and flih, 
according to your taste; but be sure to 
have rice, macaroni, potatoes, cauli- 
flower, asparagus—indeed, all vegeta- 
bles. Avoid acids, although salads are 
good. 
"Choose puddings that are sweet, es- 
pecially those containing milk and eggs. 
Grapes are said to be fattening, and sugar 
undoubtedly Is. Do not take cold baths, 
nor indulge in any violent exercise. 
Sleep as much as possible, and do not 
allow yourself to be exceedingly inter- 
ested in anything which will cause you 
to worry." 
All food should be slowly masticated, 
In order to be easily digested. Care and 
grief should be allowed no place at table. 
Condiments and highly-spiced sauces 
should be avoided. A merry laugh is 
superior to pepsin tablets for Indigestion. 
Do not overeat, but eat all the appetite 
demands with judgment. Three meals 
a day, with a light luncheon between If 
oraved, are permissible, taking oare onlv 
that the light repast is not near enough 
the solid meal to spoil the appetite for 
it. 
Foley's Orino Laxative ouree obronic 
constipation and stimulates the liver. 
Orino regulates the bowels ao they will 
aot naturally and you do not have to 
take purgative· continuously. I. A. 
ShurUeff Λ Co. 
Commandments of Health. 
IiKV. DB. KL03S LAYS DOWN TEN IN 
I.ECTUKE ON PSYCHOTHERAPY. 
Psychotherapy is being taught by the 
Rev. Dr. Charles L. Kloss, pastor of the 
Central Congregational church, in a 
series of brief lectures in the hall of the 
Central Branch Toung Men's Christian 
Association. His theme last night was 
"The Relation of Mind and Body?' 
Doctor Kioss said that the intellectual 
faculties could not be at their best unless 
the body also was at his best. Men de- 
nied themselves longevity by their un- 
reasonable habits, especially in eatiog 
and drinking. It was slow suicide and 
was no more guiltless than the other 
kind. 
The doctor quoted in his lecture these 
; Ten Commandments of Health: 
"1. Thou shalt have no other food 
than at meal time. 
"2. Thou shalt not make unto thyself 
any pies, nor put into pastry the likeness 
! of anything that is in the heavens above 
; or in the waters underneath. Thou shalt 
not fall to eating it nor try to digest it. 
jFor dyspepsia will be visited upon the 'children to the third and fourth genera- 
! tlon of them that eat pie, and long life 
! and vigar shall be the lot of those that 
I live prudently and keep the laws of 1 health. 
"3. Remember thy bread, to bake it 
well, for be will not be kept sound that 
eateth his bread as dough. 
"4. Thou shalt not indulge sorrow, 
nor borrow anxiety in vain. 
"5. Six days shalt thou wash and 
keep thyself clean, and the seventh day 
thou shalt wash and take a great bath, 
I thou, thy wife and thy son, and tby 
; daughter, and tby maid-servant, and thy 
man-servant, and the stranger that is 
within thy gates. For in six days roan 
sweats and gathers filth and bacteria 
enough for disease; wherefor the Lord 
hath blessed the bathtub and hallowed 
it. 
"6. Remember thy. sitting room and 
tby bed-chamber to keep them ventilat- 
ed, that tby days may be long in the 
land which the Lord tby Ood givetb 
tbee. 
"7. Thou shalt not eat hot biscuit. 
"8. Thou shalt not swallow tby food 
unohewed or highly spiced, or just be- 
fore hard work, nor just after it. 
"10. Thou shalt not covet as food that 
which is injurious as such, neither in 
one form nor in another, for if thou do 
it will abate thine appetite for that 
which is good for thee, and when the ap- 
petite waneth the harm thereof is general 
to the whole man." 
He—My dear, I understand that the 
dime museum is exhibiting a woman 
who is 160 years old. 
She—Well, what of it? 
He—I was thinking, my dear, you 
might go see her and ask how to make 
pumpkin pie. 
Hoarse oonghs and stuffy colds that 
may develop Into pneumonia over night 
are quiokly oared t>y Foley's Honey and 
Tax, as it soothe· inflamed membrane·, 
heals the long·, and expels the oold from 
the system. ΊΓ. L· Shurtlcfl à Go. 
Little Inventioos lor the Household. 
Handy cork* are now being shown 
which come in assorted sizee for any sort 
of bottle. À short bit u( linen tape runs 
through eaoh cork, which has a loop. In 
this way any cork can be pulled out with 
ease. 
New cigar ash trays shown come in 
nickel and braes, and have a neat pair of 
piochera which will grip on to any table 
or desk or even on a Morris chair. Also 
a little pair of pinchers are attached to 
it which will bold a cigar when it is laid 
aside for a moment. 
Nickel dishes to keep food hot when 
placed on the table are a modern luxury 
which few housekeepers should be with- 
out, as they are being put out in quite 
inexpensive form. 
How to Drink Water. 
A beginning of kidney trouble lies in 
the fact that people especially women, 
do not drink enough water. They pour 
down tumberfuls of ice water as an ac- 
companiment to a meal; but that is 
worse than no water, the chill prevent- 
ing digestion, and indigestion being an 
indirect promoter of kidney disease. 
A tumblerful of water sipped in the 
morning immediately on rising, and an- 
other at night, are recommended by phy- 
sicians. Try to drink as little water as 
possible with meals, but take a glassful 
half an honr to an hour before eating. 
The rule, persisted in day after day and 
month after month, will improve the 
complexion and likewise the general 
health. Water drnnk with meals should 
be sipped, as well as taken sparingly. 
Left-over Pie Crust. 
When small pieces of pie-crust are left 
from making pies, instead of forming 
them into tarts, as is usually done, se- 
cure some round hardwood sticks about 
four inches long, and, after the pieces of 
crust are rolled out tbiu, cut tbein into 
narrow stripe with a jaggered iron, flour 
the sticks and roll the stripe around 
them, letting one edge drop over the 
other. Place these on a tin and put in a 
hot oven to bake. When the crust has 
got partly cool, slide the stick out. 
When serving fill the spaces with jelly, 
whipped cream or marmalade, and the 
family will be delighted with a new dish. 
A PERSONAL APPEAL. 
If we could talk to you personally 
about the great merit of Foley's Honey 
and Tar, for coaghs, colds and lung 
trouble, you never could be induced to 
experiment with unknown preparations 
that may contain some harmful drugs. 
Foley's Honey and Tar cost· you no 
more and has a record of forty, years of 
cures. Fur sale by F. A. Shurtleff <k Co. 
First Gent—Good morning, Mi. Brown. I 
Second Gent—My name's Green. 
First Gent—Ah, of course! Pray ex- 
cuse me; I'm color-blind I 
More people are taking Foley's Kidney 
Remedy every year. It is considered to 
be the most effective remedy for kidney 
and bladder troubles that medical 
science can devise. Foley's Kidney 
Remedy oorrecta Irregularities, builds up 
worn out tissues and restore· lost vitali- 
ty. It will make you feel well and 
look wall. 7. ▲. Shurtleff Λ Go. 
HILLS, 
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian. 
The Dairy 
Filter and Strainer 
Is one of the greatest Sani- 
tary inventions of the age. 
No farmer should he with- 
out one. We have arrang- 
ed with 
A. W. WALKER & SON 
to sell our goods in the 
towns of Paris, Norway, 
Oxford and Hebron, who 
will he pleased to show 
them at any time. The 
shape and construction of 
these filters is such that they 
can be used on a pail, jug 
or any vestel. Read what 
the Press says of this won- 
derful invention. 
Willard MTg Co., 
Lewlston, Heine. 
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge. 
Iu the matter of ) 
FRANK W. NOYES, J In Bankruptcy. 
Bankrupt. ) 
To the Hon. Clarencb Hale, Judge oftbe !>!· 
trlct Court of the United State· for the District 
of Maine: 
FRANK W. NOYRS, of Norway, In tlie Coun ty of Oxford, ami State of Maine, In ssM 
District, respectfully represents that on the luth 
•lay of Oct., lest past, ne wa· <1uly adjudged 
bankrupt under the Acta of Congress relating tu 
Bankruptcy; that be baa July WllWlltlMlll 
hU property and right* of property,ami ha* fully 
complied with all the requirement· of said Acta 
anil of the orders of Court touching hi* bank 
ruptcy. 
Wherefore he pray·, That he may be decreed 
by the Court to nave a full discharge from all 
•lebta provable against hi* estate under laid 
bankruptcy Act·, except such debt· a· are ex 
cented by law from each dl·· hsrge. 
bated this 2nd day of Deceml>er, A. I). l»«i. 
FRANK W. NOTES, Bankrupt. 
Order of IVotlee Thereon. 
DI8TBICT or M AINU, ··. 
On thl· Mh day of Dec., A. D. lMOU, on reading 
the foregoing petition, It 1· 
Ordered by the Ourt, that a hearing be bad 
upon the same on the 2lth day of Dec., A. I*. 
1908, before «aid Court at Portland, lu «atd Die 
trlct, at 10o'clock In the forenoon; and th.n no 
tlce thereof be pnbltuhed In the Ox '.»r I I) »no 
crat, a newspaper printed In «aid District, aLd 
that all known creditor·, and other person* In 
Interest, may appear at the «aid time and place, 
and ehow cause, If any they bare, why the 
pra<erof *ald petitioner should not be granted. 
And It I» further ordered by the Court, That 
the Clerk «hall «end by mall to all known cred- 
itor· copie· of «aid petition and thl* order, ad 
dressed to them at their place* of residence a* 
ititcd, 
Witness. the Hon. Clarkkck Hale, Judge 
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port 
land, In said DUtrict, on the Mb day of Dee 
A. D. 1906. 
f L. s.J JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk. 
A true copy of petition and order thereon. 
Attest: JAMES E. IIEWEY,Clerk. 
PROBATE NOTICE*. 
To all persons Interested In either of the eiuies 
hereinafter named : 
At a Probate Court, held at Fryelurg, In 
and for the County or Oxford, on the flr*t 
day of December, In the year of our Lord oae 
thousand nine hundred and eight. The follow 
lng matter navlng been presented for the action 
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, Η 1· hereby 
Ordered: 
That notice thereof be given to all person* In 
tereeted by cauilng a copy of thl· order to be 
published three week· successively In the <>i ford Democrat, a newspaper published at Soutt 
Parla, In «aid County, that they may appear st · 
Probate Court to be held at Pari·, on the 
third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 190V, at 9 of the 
clock In the forenoon, and be hear) thereon if 
they see cause. 
Isaac Davis, late of Fryeburg, deceased, will 
ind petition for probate thereof presented by 
Fred C. Davis and Edward N. Davis, the execu 
tors therein named. 
Freeman C. Staey, late of Porter, deceased, 
petition for license to sell and oonvev real estate 
presented by Mary A. Stacy, administratrix. 
ADDISON E. HKKBICK, Judge of said Court. 
▲ true copy attest : 
ALBERT D. PARK. Register 
NOTICE. 
In the District Court of the United Mutes for 
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy. 
In the matter of ) 
JOHN H. RAYMOND, } in Bankruptcy. 
of Upton, Bankrupt. ) 
To the creditors of John It. Raymond, In 
;be Count* of Oxford and district aforesaid 
Notice is hereby given that on the 6th uay of 
Dec., A. D. 1908, the said John H. Raymond 
iras duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Hr»t 
meeting of his creditors will be held at the offlre 
>f the Referee. No. 8 Market Square, South 
Parts, on the 23rd day of Dec., A. D. I», ** 
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the 
laid creditors may attend, prove their claims, 
tppolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and 
.ransect such other business as may properly 
»me before said meeting. 
South Parla, Dee. t, 19&. WALTER L. GRAY, 
Γι fin ι In Bukruptey. 
A well established business. The A. C. 
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated 
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine. 
THE SHOP, LOT, MACHIN- 
ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND 
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT. 
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc Pipe, Fittings, 
[Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water. 
Lll in running order and doing a good business in general repairing of 
lachine work and plumbing. Address, 
S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate. 
UESDAY, DECEMBER ist 
at the Old Shurtleff Grain and Feed 
• 
Mill, with the same crew, 
A. E. Shurtleff, Proprietor; Ε. H. Far- 
rar, fliller; A. L. Tubbs, Teamster. 
You will find at this mill the best goods that can be bought and 
sold at market price. The same grade of flour that I have sold for fifteen 
years, and all other kinds of grain and feed kept in a grain mill. Also 
our own grinding of Pure Oats and Corn ground together for working 
horses. Call and see us. 
Α. Ε SHURTLEFF, 
Pianos s Organs. 
Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs. 
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone 
to buy for New Year's present. Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. 
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and 
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos. Here is 
a good trade in musical instruments. 
"W. J. Wheeler, 
util Parla. Moine. 
PLEASE Keep In MIND! 
When in waot of anything in our lines give us a call. 
WB CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. WE SELL 
Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails, 
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper, 
House Paints, Floor Paints, Linseed Oil, 
Barn Paints, Floor Brewing, Varnishes, 
Bool Paints, Floor finish, Turpentine, 
Wagon Paints, Liquid Filler, Brashes. 
Oar paints include Impervious, Heath & Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams. 
Faroid Hoofing1—The best of all rootings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't 
try Imitations. 
Screen Boors and Window Screens—We make to order. The 
kind that lasts. 
Regular sise· of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in. 
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac. 
Wheelbarrows We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see 
them. 
Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We sell "Colombia Ignition 
Batteries" the ! 
beet for automobile* and telephones. 
S. P. MAXIM & SON, 
